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ABSTRACT

Non-verbal social behaviors, including gaze movements, facial expressions, and body gestures, help educators and trainers measure students’ social interactions and evaluate their learning performance during the educational process. Collecting non-verbal signals between students and teachers/collaborators in a co-located learning setting requires a significant amount of time and effort from data-analysis researchers to manually collect, monitor, and analyze students’ behaviors during the learning process. With the rapidly developing educational technologies, it is critical to devise more efficient and reliable tools that can reduce annotation costs and automatically comprehend the students’ non-verbal social behavior states in educational environments. Over the past two decades, there has been significant progress in deep learning-based computer vision methods that exhibit a superior capability in visual feature extraction and drive intelligent applications in multiple disciplines without human intervention. The blossom of deep learning provided benefits in big data, computational power, and algorithms.

This dissertation employs computer vision methods with deep learning-based frameworks to automatically extract non-verbal social interaction features from video recordings captured during the learning process. It analyzes students’ learning performance based on the detected features in (special) educational contexts. The non-verbal symbols that we mainly focus on include joint attention and mutual attention (overall the social visual behaviors) of two targeted subgroups: university students and children with autism. The deep learning-based frameworks we used in this dissertation are state-of-the-art methods but have not been applied to new domain problems related to education. The research outcomes from our works include the quantifiable,
objective measures and computational models that we developed for social interaction measurements and learning performance analytics as follows.

Firstly, we used an object detection method based on the Mask R-CNN framework to detect/locate the students and their learning tools from the image data collected from a team-based anatomy learning activity. We then proposed a method for quantifying the physical proximity information from students’ locations in the activity room and evaluated collaborative actions based on the team’s physical proximity dynamics. Despite its strengths for small-group activity analysis, this proximity-based measure cannot handle static/seated position settings, such as standard classrooms. Thus, we investigated other social/collaborative metrics beyond physical proximity, including gaze-related indicators. As the next step, we looked into a gaze point prediction method using the Gaze Following framework for joint visual attention (JVA) measurement and team performance evaluation using the image data from collaborative anatomy learning activity as a test-case study. We found that the JVA frequency of collaborators was a reliable measure in the successful distinction of the study conditions for most educational scenarios. We later introduced an automated social visual behaviors assessment tool by mutual gaze detection method along with an in-house autism dataset collected from a therapeutic intervention in Dr. Bhat’s research group. The mutual gaze ratio generated from the detection outcomes was comparable to the social visual behavior score hand-coded by the therapy experts. Lastly, we introduced a social visual behavior analytics approach based on the advanced mutual gaze detection method and the expanded autism dataset. We found that mutual gaze behavior could generate reasonable non-verbal social behavior measures in learning analytics, especially in special education contexts.

Our contribution includes providing multiple automated non-verbal social behavior assessment tools to assist and replace traditional hand-coded annotation; applying computer vision approaches with the state-of-the-art deep learning-based frameworks to solve new domain problems in educational contexts; generating objective non-verbal social behavior indicators for education and social behavior analytics; applying
different learning analysis approaches to evaluate our proposed methods. Our findings have implications for teaching and learning technologies in educational environments, special training, and autism therapy analysis by offering novel assessment tools and analytic approaches for non-verbal behaviors. Beyond the educational contexts, our work can also be applied to scenarios that demand reliable automatic behavior analytics from video/image data involving human-human or human-virtual agent social interactions.
Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION

Non-verbal communication, as a type of interpersonal communication without relying on human language, is an observable, reliable, and essential human-human interaction that people use day to day. Reportedly more than 50% of communication is performed through non-verbal symbols, which can send a strong message regardless of what your words say [7]. For example, smiling when you meet someone shows friendliness, acceptance, and openness; eye contact with high frequency and following the speaker’s eye movement shows you are listening carefully; and people are more likely to physically move towards/against those they like/dislike. Non-verbal cues are an essential aspect of human-human relationships, and mastering skills in executing and interpreting them is critical.

More specifically, in academic and educational environments, students use eye movements, facial expressions, body gestures, physical proximity, and more to establish good interactions with teachers, other students, and other academic community members during the learning process, which is a critical skill-set for both learning and teaching process. It is believed that the frequency and quality of non-verbal communication influence academic achievement and student learning behaviors [8, 9, 10]. As an innovative measurement, non-verbal communication can provide scholars with new dimensions to solve educational problems by tracking and measuring the non-verbal symbols between students and instructors during the learning process. Many researchers have studied different non-verbal symbols for communication in normal/special learning settings [11, 12, 13] and the learning benefits they provided [8, 9, 10]. This dissertation aims to investigate the non-verbal social interaction between student-student pairs and student-teacher pairs in both normal and special educational contexts.
Collaborative learning, as a team-based and student-centered educational approach, is an essential educational strategy for teaching and learning. It can also promote students’ motivation and enhances knowledge retention via teamwork in both normal [14] and special educational settings [15]. While collaborative learning has been widely introduced and practiced in co-located settings [16, 17, 18, 19, 14] and distributed settings [20, 21, 22, 23], collaboration evaluation remains a challenging task. In the activity-based learning process, learners may get closer during the discussion and cooperation. Thus, physical proximity can be used as an objective measure for collaborative learning analytics in a co-located learning intervention. However, this measurement cannot handle the contexts with fixed positions, such as the classroom settings.

As one of the most critical non-verbal communication skills, the effects of gaze have been studied in terms of its various functions in social interactions [24]. Gaze-oriented cues can be used as a measure of obtaining the cognitive activities of a collaborator, and evidence that students attend to the same object during collaborative co-located learning activities [19, 25]. This gaze alignment behavior is called joint visual attention (JVA [26], see Figure 1.1 as an example). JVA is a powerful predictor of good collaboration among students [27, 28]. Capturing JVA features during the entire collaborative process helps measure the quality of interactions among teams [29].

In special education, individuals and children with Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD), a developmental disorder with qualitative impairments in social behaviors and communication, have difficulty in identifying, performing, and maintaining such social gaze behaviors [30]. The deflection in social abilities often leads to fear, anxiety, depression, and avoidance of the individuals on the Autism spectrum during the social interactions [31]. The impairment can also lower the quality of interaction, for example, reduction in eye contact [32], interest in social stimuli [33], response to name [34], sharing of interests [35], and social connections with partners [36], further complicating our research. Reportedly 1 in every 54 children is on the autism spectrum in the United States [37], and the number has continued to increase over the past decades. The
urgency and importance of appropriate therapeutic services create a pressing need for novel therapies and automated assessment solutions that balance cost and effectiveness in autism therapy contexts.

Mutual gaze is considered as a cue for establishing and maintaining successful face-to-face interactions during the special education training process [38, 39, 16] (see Figure 1.1 as an example). In autism therapy interventions, mutual gaze has been used to interpret the social behaviors of children with autism and therapy effectiveness evaluation [40, 41]. However, for social visual behavior analytics in children with autism, manually collecting and evaluating gaze data is quite challenging and requires a huge amount of time and effort from therapists.

Compared with collecting traditional survey data or learning system data for one-time performance evaluation [42], capturing social behaviors during the entire process can reveal critical information about the quality of human-human interactions [29]. Traditional analysis methods such as hand annotations cannot be easily applied to large-scale image- and video-based datasets. Studying the functions and effects of such non-verbal symbols from the camera-captured datasets still requires a significant amount of time and effort from human experts [43, 40, 41]. Therefore, it is important to devise more effective and efficient tools that can reduce human experts’ workload by automatically recognizing and analyzing the non-verbal social behaviors of students.
There is a growing interest in implementing wearable devices for non-verbal symbols detection, motivated by advances in hardware technology [44, 45, 39]. However, those devices are expensive to deploy for large numbers of people and are not suitable for naturalistic face-to-face interactions [39]. An alternative and effective solution is to extract and estimate non-verbal features via computer vision methods by standard cameras [1, 46, 47]. Nowadays, computer vision techniques, as the sub-discipline of artificial intelligence (AI) that enables computer systems to interpret the visual world, have been widely applied to people’s daily life, including video analysis, object recognition, person detection, and beyond. Compared with the time-consuming hand-coded annotations (manually going through, measuring, and analyzing the social behaviors from images or video recordings), automatically extracting useful features via computer vision approaches provides a more reliable and efficient assessment tool for further data analysis.

1.1 Statement

For purposes of this dissertation, deep learning-based computer vision methods can efficiently extract non-verbal interactive features from images or videos and provide objective measures for learning performance analysis. This dissertation aims to provide automated non-verbal social interactions assessment tools and learning performance analytic approaches that assist or even replace traditional, time-consuming hand-coded annotations provided by subject matter experts. We mainly focus on the non-verbal social behaviors of students in image-based and video-based data, including physical proximity, joint visual attention, and mutual gaze attention. For automatic analysis of visual recordings of social and educational settings, we adopt state-of-the-art deep learning-based frameworks and computer vision methods for domain-specific feature generation and extraction, such as Mask-RCNN [4] for physical proximity analysis of teams during collaborative learning tasks and gaze following [3] and head tracking [5, 6] for team’s gaze dynamic understanding. We generated objective measures leveraging...
Figure 1.2: Overview of topics covered in this dissertation. Our work shows the feature extraction and analytics towards non-verbal communication from the image-based or video-based data captured from the learning process. Each different colored block shows the research work of a chapter in this dissertation.
framework outcomes to evaluate our methods and analyzed the non-verbal social behaviors using different learning analytic approaches and machine learning models. See Figure 1.2 for topics covered in this dissertation.

1.2 Contributions

Automated non-verbal social behavior assessment tools We provide different automated non-verbal social behavior assessment tools by adopting deep learning-based computer vision methods for non-verbal social behavior extraction. Our methods can assist or even replace traditional time-consuming hand-annotation and assessment by data-analysis researchers.

Innovative applications of computer vision approaches We apply computer vision approaches with state-of-the-art deep learning-based frameworks to solve new educational problems. We adopt Mask R-CNN [4] for object detection and Gaze Following [3] for gaze point prediction to evaluate peer collaboration performance in the co-located collaborative learning intervention. Two different head tracking frameworks [5, 6] are used for mutual gaze detection to assist social visual behavior analytics for children with autism in therapeutic intervention.

Objective non-verbal social behavior indicators We generate objective non-verbal social behavior indicators for learning and social behavior analytics. The non-verbal features extracted by the deep learning-based frameworks, including physical proximity and the frequency of joint attention between collaborators, and the frequency/duration of mutual attention performed by children with autism, are used as objective measures for learning performance evaluation and non-verbal social behavior analytics.

Various learning analytics approaches We apply different learning analytics approaches to evaluate our proposed methods and human learning performance. We used descriptive comparisons, correlation analysis, and regression prediction with various machine learning models to evaluate our proposed methods and investigate the learning performance across group settings, activities, gender, and time period.
1.3 Blueprint of the Dissertation

The remained chapters of this dissertation are structured as follows.

Chapter 2 describes the related work covering the literature reviews on the role of non-verbal communication in education, automated coding of non-verbal data, and the general background for collaboration analytics, social visual behavior analytics, and gaze detection.

In Chapter 3, we provide a new solution to improve the automated collaborative learning analyses using deep neural networks. Instead of using self-reported questionnaires, which are subject to bias and noise, we automatically extract group-working information by object recognition results using Mask R-CNN [4]. This process is based on detecting the people and other objects from pictures and video clips of the collaborative learning process, then evaluating the mobile learning performance using the collaborative indicators. We test our approach to automatically evaluate the group-work collaboration in a controlled study while performing an anatomy body painting intervention. The results indicate that our approach recognizes the differences in collaborations among teams of treatment and control groups in the case study. This work has been completed and published in the Proceedings of the Educational Data Mining in 2019 [8].

In Chapter 4, we introduce an automated team assessment tool based on gaze points and joint visual attention (JVA) information drawn from computer vision solutions. We evaluated team collaborations in an undergraduate anatomy learning activity as a test user study. The results indicate that the JVA ratio is positively associated with student learning outcomes. Moreover, teams who participate in two experimental groups and use interactive 3D anatomy models have a higher JVA ratio and better knowledge retention than those in the control group. Also, no significant difference is observed based on JVA for different gender compositions of teams. This work has been completed and published in the Australasian Journal of Educational Technology in 2020 [39].

In Chapter 5, we introduce an automated mutual gaze detection framework [5],
grounded based on previous works on automated gaze detection, as an effective predictive model for social visual behavior analysis and assessment in autism therapy. To evaluate the proposed gaze prediction framework, we prepare an in-house video dataset that captures social interactions between children with autism and therapists. We estimate the mutual gaze ratio of children using our prediction model, then compare it with the social visual behavior scores from human experts. The results show that our framework provides mutual gaze ratio scores that reliably represent (or even replace) the therapy experts’ hand-coded social visual behavior scores by various analysis approaches: descriptive comparisons, correlation analysis, and regression prediction. We report our findings and discuss the implications of the proposed work in the context of visual behavior analysis for children with autism. This work has been completed and published in the Proceedings of the International Conference on Multimodal Interaction in 2021 [48].

In Chapter 6, we introduce a social visual behavior analytics approach by measuring the mutual gaze performance of the children participants in the autism therapy intervention, using an advanced mutual gaze detection framework [6]. Our analysis is based on the expanded in-house video dataset that captures social interactions between children with autism and their therapy trainers. The effectiveness of our framework is evaluated by comparing the mutual gaze ratio derived from the mutual gaze detection framework with the human-coded ratio that therapy experts manually annotated. We analyze the mutual gaze frequency and duration across different therapy settings, training activities, and sessions. We use the mutual gaze-related measures for social visual behavior score prediction with multiple machine learning-based regression models. The results show that our method provided mutual gaze measures that reliably represent (or even replace) the therapy experts’ hand-coded social gaze measures and effectively evaluated and predicted children’s social visual performance during the therapy training intervention. This work has been submitted to the Proceedings of the ACM’s International Conference on Multimodal Interaction in May 2022.
Chapter 7 draws a conclusion to this dissertation and points out research implications, limitations, and potential future directions.
Chapter 2
RELATED WORK

2.1 Non-verbal Communication in Education

A review of the impact of teachers’ non-verbal behaviors on the development of students in the classroom is reported by Comadena, Hung, and Simonds [49]. According to these authors, research regarding non-verbal communication has consistently illustrated that the specific non-verbal symbols used by the teachers will have a direct impact on the psychological relationship between teachers and students. They also assert that, in the educational environment, non-verbal communication helps intimacy creation and serves as the foundation of the connection between teachers and students. This connection can have an obvious influence on the overall academic performance of the students. Mackay [50] reports that students are more likely to respond first to the non-verbal body language used by the teachers in the classroom. A teacher’s facial expression, gaze, voice, gesture, and movement convey confidence and control, or lack of these. And the changes in the non-verbal patterns can transform the attention of students.

Scholars also examine the impacts of non-verbal communication within different situational needs in the educational environment. Sime [51] and Liu [52] assert that on-verbal communication can be used to reinforce cognitive learning, emotion connection, and classroom management. The research provided by Houser and Frymier [53] demonstrates the importance of non-verbal communication in student development and the need for congruity between verbal and non-verbal symbols provided by the teachers. Non-verbal communication also impacts the development and management of the conflict between verbal and non-verbal cues [54] and within non-verbal symbols [55].
Rupert and Neill [55] note that the teachers needed to effectively recognize conflict and employ non-aggressive responses by controlling their non-verbal behaviors.

Current research on non-verbal communication has extensively focused on the cross-cultural and intercultural context. A report by Helmer and Eddy [56] notes that non-verbal communication in a culturally diverse educational environment may be misinterpreted by students, which causes conflict or barriers for effective interaction. Le Roux [57] also mentions this issue of cultural competence in non-verbal communication and asserts that teachers need to investigate the patterns of non-verbal communication in a culturally diverse group and implement culturally sensitive communication strategies in order to better understand the specific needs of students and reduce the threat of conflict. In intercultural settings, non-verbal communication is an essential element of successful interactions between partners from different cultures. It is reported by the researchers that, compared with verbal communication, non-verbal massages are less systematized and entirely culturally construed [58].

In recent studies [59, 60, 61], a growing number of non-verbally oriented and methodologically complex researches are more likely to document a wider range of effects using biologically measures and real-time outcomes. Yet, most of this data coding has been conducted manually with professional human coders, typically at around 30-second intervals, and recorded for the presence or absence, frequency, and duration of non-verbal behaviors [62]. However, manual coding of the non-verbal communication data and other audiovisual content is a time-consuming, painstaking, and tedious process. In data collection stages, to ensure accuracy, multiple passes of the same content are always required, and for every hour of content, it takes multiple hours to perform reliable manual coding [63, 64].

2.2 Automated Coding Non-verbal Data

Over the past two decades, numerous computational analytic tools—such as information cascades [65], cluster or classifier analysis for pattern recognition [66], or
opinion mining and sentiment analysis [67]—have been developed and applied to various research questions in communication by the researchers. Given the large volume of research in non-verbal behavior analysis and visual communication, it’s also practical to apply advanced computational tools to large-scale data sets of images or videos [47]. Compared to the expensive and time-consuming manual coding of visual data, computational tools can speed up research progress with lower coding costs when they are working [59]. In computer vision and machine learning aspects, these tools have been developed over decades, but their quality and identification rate were not reliable enough for actual applications in the real world until recently when the field made a tremendous increase in accuracy by using artificial deep neural networks [68].

Artificial neural network, introduced in the 19 century [69], is a computational model constructed by a number of internal nodes and their connections, and it resembles the biological neural network in its structure and the way that information is passed between neurons. However, neural networks were not widely used based on the computational complexity and training difficulty at that time. In recent years, the development of GPU-based algorithms and the availability of large-scale training data sets have made neural networks become the most popular, powerful, and reliable machine learning framework [70]. The popularity of neural networks has been enhanced by several famous examples: IBM’s Deep Blue beat Garry Kasparov in chess; Google’s AlphaGo defeated one of the best players, Lee Sedol, in the game of Go’.

Advanced computer vision and deep learning methods have been increasingly developed and adopted by scholars in the non-verbal communication area to ease the burden of manual coding and widen the scope of analysis [8, 47]. Bantupalli and Xie [71] propose a deep learning framework to recognize American sign language for people with impaired hearing and speech with the American Sign Language Dataset. Talegaonkar et al. [72] create a real-time facial expression recognition model using a deep neural network that can be used for emotion analysis while users watch movie trailers or video lectures. As these examples demonstrate, automated computational methods in computer vision and deep learning can fit into social science frameworks
and enable large scale quantitative analysis of non-verbal data.

## 2.3 Collaboration Analysis Using Object Detection

Collaborative learning is a widely used education pattern featured by small group interaction and team-based evaluation metrics. Typically two or more participants are assigned in the same group and work for a common purpose which encourages them to learn via teamwork and cooperation [73]. With the computer-supported technology, many researchers even focus on online collaborative learning or long-distance collaborative learning based on the online system, multimedia, virtual reality [74], and mobile social applications [75]. For large number of students in one class, compared with the traditional individual learning or lecture-based learning in the classroom, effective collaborative interaction with peers promotes a positive attitude toward the subject matter for the students and increases student retention.

Using appropriate education technology is one of the main factors of facilitating learning and improving learning performance. To meet the 21st-century students’ requirement, the term called “mobile learning” has been introduced by Jacob, and Issac, in 2008, which was based on the usage of mobile tablets for learning purposes [76]. According to the study of Cheung and Haw [77], mobile learning is an advanced strategy to motivate students engage into study and diversify the teaching model.

Learning the terminology and the concept like human anatomy challenges undergraduate students. Time is spent on somewhat inefficient learning by attending lectures, reading textbooks and reviewing 2-D images [78]. Besides using the mobile tablets, many successful efforts were proposed recently to improve active learning. Body painting [79], clay modeling [80], haptics simulation and models [81], and other models or methods used in education have added playful learning experiences.

The core of analyzing collaborative learning process is to build the cooperation indicators using the data gathered from group working and estimate the quality of the cooperation process [82]. Various approaches for analyzing group working interaction have been proposed. Soller and Lesgold [83] have provided an effective collaborative
learning model as a framework, collected peer-to-peer conversation data using questionnaires and evaluated the active learning skills by computing the value for the following attributes: encourage, reinforce, rephrase, lead, suggest, elaborate, explain/clarify, justify, assert, information, elaboration, clarification, justification, and opinion. In 2007, they provided Hidden Markov Modeling approach to model collaborative learning [84]. Collazos et al [82] divided the collaborative learning process into three stages and defined 5 of indicators to evaluate the collaborative learning process: applying strategies, intra-group cooperation, success criteria review, monitoring and performance. Later, in 2007 [85], they developed software tools to gather information automatically and used system-based measurement to improve their evaluation framework. With the widespread use of computers, computer supported collaborative work, has reshaped data collection and analytic in collaborative learning settings.

In Chapter 3 we proposed to use object detection techniques for collaborative learning analyses. Object detection is a computer technology related to computer vision and image processing that deals with detecting instances of semantic objects of a certain class in digital images and videos [86]. The modern history of object detection goes along with the development of deep learning techniques. Among all deep learning architectures, deep convolutional neural networks [70], widely used as image feature extractor, have the most impact on computer vision tasks. When dealing with the task, several popular deep neural networks stand out due to their high performance. AlexNet [70], based on LeNet [87], opened the new era due to the huge lead in ImageNet Large Scale Visual Recognition Challenge (ILSVRC). The R-CNN approach [88], a natural combination of heuristic region proposal method and ConvNet feature extractor, is able to detect the object and localize the object by bounding boxes. However, the problem with the R-CNN method is incredibly slow computation speed. Two improvements are introduced afterwards, Fast R-CNN [89] and Faster R-CNN [69]. Faster R-CNN uses the same algorithm as R-CNN to extract region proposals. The difference comes from RoIPool (RoI represents Region of Interesting) module which works by extracting a fixed-size window from the feature map and using these features to obtain
the final class label and bounding box. It is effective and end-to-end trainable and the high speed makes it able to do real-time object detection [90]. Mask R-CNN [4] extends Faster R-CNN for instance segmentation by adding a branch for predicting class-specific object mask, in parallel with the existing bounding box regressor and object classifier. The additional mask output comes from the finer spatial layout of the object. Mask R-CNN can be generalized to other tasks as well, such as human poses estimation, without changing the same framework. In this experiment, we use a pre-trained Mask R-CNN with the COCO [91] dataset as our object detection approach.

2.4 Co-located Collaborative Learning Analytics Using Gaze Point Prediction

In the domain of human anatomy learning, different education technologies have recently replaced traditional teaching methods such as lectures, cadavers and textbooks. With modern computer-assisted technologies, 3D visualisation methods improve students’ performance by allowing them to explore 3D anatomical models on 2D mobile device screens [92]. Mobile-based applications and web-based 3D games have been used as learning tools for the study of human skeletal, muscular and cardiovascular systems to name a few [93, 94]. Virtual reality (VR) and augmented reality (AR) techniques have been adopted into medical education and surgical training fields in recent years [95, 96]. As powerful learning tools, VR and AR engage students in an immersive environment with audio and visual interactions, and stereoscopic 3D models to enhance their learning experience [16, 97, 98, 99]. We evaluated team performance in a controlled study that leveraged modern anatomical content visualisation in 3D with handheld tablet devices and large-scale AR displays.

As the results of the different socialisation processes, gender differences have been discussed by recent studies at the team level. The relationship between gender and collaboration is not uniform, and it varies based on different disciplines and tasks [100, 101]. Researchers have shown that females have better information-processing skills than males during cognitive tests [102, 103]. Females’ higher management ability in
collaborative tasks has also been highlighted [104, 105, 106]. Several studies [104, 105, 106, 102, 103] concluded that collaboration performance would be improved with females involved. Other research showed that women often had negative experiences on teams due to gender biases at the technical level, especially in science, technology, engineering and mathematics [107, 108]. Conversely, some reported no significant gender effect. Andersson [109] argued that, although females have better performance on individual memory tasks, no gender effect was found in collaborative tasks. Prinsen et al. [18] noted that females were more likely to collaborate, and males were more assertive in computer-mediated communication [110], and computer-supported collaborative learning (CSCL [111]) settings. In the same 2007 study, Prinsen et al. also acknowledged that different distributions of roles in collaborative learning might change gender contributions. We explored potential gender differences in our anatomy learning study in association with learning outcomes and joint attention measures.

The importance of social interactions during the learning process has been emphasised [112]. Collaborative learning not only helps students to improve teamwork skills but also promotes learning motivation, increases learning experience, enhances brainstorming skills [8, 113] and facilitates their learning performance during team interactions [16, 14]. Consequently, researchers have highlighted that instead of using new learning formats, more attention should be paid to the measurements of and access to collaboration performance [17]. In early attempts to analyse collaborative learning, Soller and Lesgold [83] provided a practical collaborative learning framework and evaluated active learning skills using conversational interaction data collected from surveys. With advancements in CSCL research, machine learning techniques have been used to predict student grades, using support vector machines [114], decision trees [115] and regression [116] to name a few. Those solutions either established effective collaborative learning models or built reasonable standards for evaluating collaboration performance based on single-time solicitation techniques. However, the data used in those models were collected from class attendance, quiz scores, or reports, which may represent only students’ one-time or episodic performance during the learning activities.
Collaborative learning analytic research has been much of attention mainly in flipped classrooms with collaborative problem-solving activities primarily in science, technology, engineering and mathematics, mediated by computers either in co-located or distributed learning settings. The majority of research for distributed studies lies in CSCL studies; for example, Subburaj et al. [117] presented a collaborative problem-solving model for an educational physics game with 101 teams of undergraduate students. Facial expressions, acoustic-prosodics, eye gaze and task context information were captured in the last minute of the intervention and used as measures for predicting success at solving the game. The combined predictive model of non-verbal cues with language-based features outperformed other predictive models. Also, behaviour cues such as eye gaze [118], head pose [119], prosody and acoustics [120, 121], as well as language [122] have been investigated in collaborative learning analytic for group outcomes including task performance. In co-located learning scenarios, despite their similarity of approaches to distributed settings, physical proximity and movement dynamics in teams were a key factor in the collaboration. In our previous work [8], we used an object detection approach atop image data from a collaborative anatomy learning activity to extract useful proximity features, such as the locations of students and objects in the scene. Research also used multi-modal learning analytic techniques and high-level features from dissimilar sources such as video and sketchpads to discriminate between experts and non-experts in groups of students [123], and understand team performance from physical engagement, satisfaction and individual accountability perspectives [124].

JVA features have been introduced to a broad range of applications, including collaborative search [125], mediated interaction [126], infant-caregiver interaction [127] and training for children with autism [128]. Interest has grown in the use of synchronised eye-trackers to quantitatively measure gaze alignment in various collaborative situations [17, 129, 130, 26]. However, there are challenges in using eye-tracking sensors, including the high cost of the devices, and restricted environmental and calibration settings (e.g., the camera should be precisely in front of the student within a close distance and on top of a specific panel [17]). Image-based computer vision methods – as a
more affordable alternative approach – have also been used for extracting gaze features in previous studies. Using a colour camera, Yücel et al. [131] presented an image-based head pose estimation method for establishing joint attention between an experimenter and a robot. Harari et al. [132] used image segmentation to identify the common gaze target by combining the estimated 3D gaze direction.

There has been an expanding interest in the estimation and reconstruction of human gaze direction from 2D images to identify their activities in the scene using various deep learning frameworks. Gaze following is the task of following people’s gaze in a scene and inferring what they are looking at. Compared with eye-tracking and gaze estimation, gaze following not only estimates the gaze direction but also detects the focus point from the image[3]. Patacchiola and Cangelosi [2] proposed a face detector to extract face landmarks and estimate head poses using convolutional neural networks. Marín-Jiménez et al. [1] used head pose detection with implicit pose information to detect human-human interaction in videos. However, those works were limited by the complexity of inputs (massive eye-tracking data [131]; restricted situations (resolution of the image [1]; and field of view (the distance between the camera and students [133]. In the work of Recasens et al. [134], the gaze point of multiple observers in daily scenarios was predicted using deep neural networks and saliency models of attention. Mukherjee and Robertson [135] combined RGB-depth images and multi-modal data to reconstruct 3D head poses and follow gaze direction in images and videos. These studies motivated the work reported here to use a deep learning approach to target gaze alignment features for the novel application of collaborative learning analytic.

In Chapter 4, we were interested in understanding how two students are interacting with one another, or with objects, and following the gazes of multiple observers in a scene. During the preparation stage of our study, we tested various algorithms for gaze feature extraction, including facial landmark detection [2] and head pose detection [1] to predict gaze direction. However, neither facial landmark nor head pose can be detected completely when participants are back to the camera or face downwards, which was not practical for our study (see Figure 2.1a and 2.1b). Hence, we used
2.5 Autism Social Visual Behavior Assessment Using Mutual Gaze Detection

Autism refers to a fast-growing developmental disorder characterized by qualitative impairments in social behaviors and verbal and non-verbal communications [136]. The continued rise in prevalence of autism has promoted extensive research, providing genetic, neurological, and ethnological evidence for autism foundation studies [137, 30, 31]. Children with autism experience deficits in motor control, expressing emotions through facial expressions, social gaze/attention to task, and eventually maybe fearful, anxious, or completely avoid social interactions.

Nowadays, gaze, is one of the most significant, reliable, and observable indicators of non-verbal communication, and has been used in various studies to interpret the social behaviors of children with autism [40, 41]. Converging evidence suggests that impairments in visual attention, including poor social gaze or lack of mutual gaze to caregivers, over-focused attention, or inattention to tasks, are often reported in children with autism from a very young age [138, 139]. Previous studies suggest that mutual
attentiveness is essential for successful dyadic interactions during human face-to-face communication [40, 41]. To this end, tracking the gaze interaction among the children with autism and other people during the therapy/training period can provide therapists with the possibility to investigate children’s behaviors and analyze the effectiveness of their treatment.

In therapeutic settings for children with autism, it is important to have an appropriate intervention that best fits their needs. *Play therapy* is a widely used behavioral therapy for children with autism, in which they are encouraged to express themselves freely through engaging activities. The effectiveness of child-centered play therapy has been investigated and summarized by Hillman [140]. Ware Balch and Ray [141] used a subject design to show the improvement of social and emotional behaviors by child-centered play therapy. Several prior studies [142, 143] in autism-related fields adopted play therapy as an effective evidence-based intervention to promote age-appropriate skills, such as imitation, communication, social attention, and pretend play, through playful activities.

Music therapy has recently become one of the most prominent methods of providing play-based therapy [144, 15, 145]. Among all autism interventions, up to 12% are formed by music-based rhythm interventions [146]. Prior research [147, 148, 15] found that children with autism often had a predisposition for musical stimuli and intact musical perception. Jones [149] addressed the importance of the session frequency and the behaviors of therapy trainers during the music therapy. The results also showed that music-related contexts impacted various forms of development, including verbal and non-verbal communication, social emotion, and motor development in children with autism. Srinivasan et al. [15] conducted a pilot randomized controlled trial and showed that rhythm-based contexts of music therapy could actively promote children’s enjoyment and engagement during the therapy sessions, as well as improve their verbal and non-verbal communication and behavioral skills. The effectiveness of the rhythm therapy has been investigated by many other studies as well [150, 144]. Despite the effectiveness of play therapy, which has been quantitatively evaluated using
information-oriented samplings, little research on play therapy video recordings and gaze analysis has been conducted [151, 152, 153]. This research focuses on automatically recognizing gaze interaction from video recordings, thanks to advances in modern computer-assisted technologies.

There is a growing interest in implementing wearable devices for mutual gaze behavior detection, motivated by advances in hardware technology [44, 45, 39]. Ye et al. [44] used wearable gaze-tracking glasses to detect adult-children eye contact. Subsequently, to improve single-frame detection performance, they identified bids for eye contact using a wearable point-of-view camera [45]. However, those devices are expensive to apply for large numbers of people and not completely suitable for naturalistic or face-to-face interactions [39]. An alternative and effective solution could be to estimate gaze direction or extract gaze features using deep learning methods with static cameras [1, 46, 47]. Guo and Barmaki used deep-learning based object detection and gaze following approaches to recognize sharing attention features and analysis collaboration between pairs of students from image-based dataset [8, 39]. In spite of image-based gaze detection tasks, the problem of detecting mutual gaze behaviors in videos was introduced by Marin-Jimenez and his colleagues [1]. They detected human heads in each video frame as a gaze cue and grouped them into tracks. They modeled and predicted pitch and yaw angles of the human heads with a 2D Gaussian Process regression model based on the detected heads, and then computed the mutual gaze score between pairs of heads per frame. Despite the effectiveness, their work only focused on the single frame and lost the consistency of neighboring frames. Palmero et al. [38] extracted mutual gaze features by estimating the eye gaze with a convolutional neural network (CNN, [69]) and used 3D geometry to decide if the gaze ray intersects the head volume of the other person; however, the method was still limited by a controlled scenario that only two people were interacting in the scene. It also required two cameras placed in front of the two target people, and an overlapping visible zone between the two cameras was needed.

Unlike those previous works, the framework by Marin-Jimenez et al. [5], which
we adopted in Chapter 5, automatically derives gaze information from a temporal period of head tracks, whereas previous models have only considered gaze features in a single frame. Compared with other mutual gaze detectors, this deep-learning based framework required only one standard camera located in a fixed position with one or more pairs of heads in the scene. The framework predicted mutual gaze score for all possible pairs in the scene based on their head tracks, even when the head was back to the camera or when the third person cut the gaze ray between the two-side people. Given the importance of mutual gaze analysis in autism therapy addressed above, it is desired to develop a more effective gaze detector, which can consider temporal consistency and relationship in the videos of human activity.

2.6 Autism Social Visual Behavior Analytics Based on Advanced Mutual Gaze Detection

When children are expected to participate in reciprocal behaviors, one of the most immediately observable characteristics of children with autism is their lack of or reduced of eye contact with others or eye-to-face gaze [154]. It is not surprising that visual behavior analytics has received significant attention for its potential to provide a dynamic view of autistic individuals’ emotions and their social abilities [155, 156, 157]. Although research into gaze behavior in autism individuals has identified some general patterns, it has also yielded some inconsistent findings: some studies using pictures and videos suggest that autism individuals avoid looking at the eyes [158, 159], whereas others indicate that they have typical gaze patterns as typical controls [160]. It has been illustrated that some of these discrepancies are probably due to the wide spectrum in autism [161], the lack of experimental paradigms for studying eye gaze in real social interaction [162, 163], the difference between various experimental settings and analysis approaches [164, 165, 161].

Recently, there has been a growing interest in visual behavior analytics for face-to-face interaction in order to investigate the gaze patterns of autistic individuals during real social interactions. Volkmar, Fred R., and Linda C. Mayes [164] used a
time-sample technique to collect the frequency of gaze patterns of 20 autistic individuals in educational settings as subjects interacted with staff and engaged in educational activities, and they reported that autistic subjects were more likely to look elsewhere than the matched typical controls and looked less to staff during one-on-one interactions. By accessing the gaze behavior recorded in 20 Chinese children and 23 children with typical development during a face-to-face conversations, Zhao et al. [166] claimed that children with autism looked significantly less at others’ mouths and whole faces, and more at the background and they also found that their gaze behaviors varied with the conversational topics. concluded that children with autism looked significantly less at other individuals’ mouths and whole faces, while looked more at the background. They also found that their gaze behaviors were varied for different conversational topics depending on how engaging the topic was to the children. Although evidence on interpersonal dynamics is mixed, it is agreed that individuals with autism have difficulties with social dynamics of eye gaze during real-world interactions [32, 148, 159].

Previous work shows that by taking advantage of trace eye-to-face gaze extracted from visual-based data, visual behavior analytics can assess autistic individuals’ effective and cognitive behaviors [48, 166, 159]. In order to investigate how individuals with autism visually attend, early studies adopted human raters coded the gaze behavior manually [167]. Typically, manual coding was conducted frame by frame to obtain the gaze allocation, which suffered from the limitations of inaccuracy due to the rater’s subjective factors, and extremely time- and labor-consuming [168]. With the advances in hardware technology, wearable devices for gaze tracking can well address these limitations by offering a sensitive and accurate measure of gaze allocation [44, 45, 39, 169, 170]. However, those devices are expensive to widely application and not completely suitable for naturalistic or face-to-face interactions [171, 172, 39].

An alternative and practical solution could be to estimate gaze direction or extract gaze features using deep learning methods with static cameras [1, 46, 47]. We used deep-learning-based object detection and gaze following approaches to recognize sharing attention features and analyze collaboration between pairs of students from
an image-based dataset [8, 39]. In spite of image-based gaze detection tasks, the problem of detecting mutual gaze behaviors in videos was also implemented in recent studies [48, 1, 38]. Marin-Jimenez and his colleagues [1] introduced a mutual gaze detection framework that computed the mutual gaze score between pairs of heads per frame by modeling and predicting pitch and yaw angles of the human heads with a 2D Gaussian Process regression model based on the detected heads. Despite the effectiveness, this work only focused on the single frame and lost the consistency of neighboring frames. Afterward, they provided a new method for mutual gaze detection, which can derive gaze information from a temporal period of head tracks [5]. This work was adopted by us and evaluated by comparing the outcomes with the hand-coded visual behavior measure scored by the therapists [48].

Recently, an advanced mutual gaze detection framework [6] by their teams, which we adopted in Chapter 6, automatically extracted mutual gaze features based on the head tracks with extended temporal dimension head maps and considered multiple consecutive frames instead of single frames in order to reduce the influence of noise, inconsistency, and detection problems. [6]. The head maps also encoded the relative 3D arrangement (depth) of the people in the scene. Compared with other mutual gaze detectors, this deep-learning-based framework required only one standard camera located in a fixed position with one or more pairs of heads in the scene. The framework predicted mutual gaze scores for all possible pairs in the scene. It can also handle the situation that the head was back to the camera or the third person cut the gaze ray between the two-side people.

The Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule (ADOS) is a gold-standard, semi-structured, standardized assessment for diagnosing ASD, and is an integral part of autism research and clinical protocols for children suspected of having an ASD [173]. The ADOS evaluates social interaction, communication, play, and imaginative play through a series of planned ”presses” [174] in the naturalistic social interaction contexts. In each of four developmental- and language-level dependent modules, a protocol of social presses is administered by a trained examiner, and then behavioral items relevant
to ASD are scored with 0 indicating ‘typical behaviors’ and 1, 2 or 3 indicating ‘mild, moderate, to severe ASD symptoms’ [175]. A classification indicative of ASD or non-ASD is yielded based on the scores of particular items from the measure. Clinicians or researchers often used this classification as one part of a comprehensive diagnostic process[15, 176, 43].
Chapter 3

COLLABORATION ANALYSIS USING OBJECT DETECTION

3.1 Problem Statement

The past few years have shown that collaborative learning is an effective educational strategy for the educators, who wanted to help those isolate learners join the group interaction, and who realized language skills they taught cannot make meaning without a good language environment and face-to-face practice. Many researches have acknowledged collaborative learning can improve students’ learning motivation and increase knowledge retention at both theoretical and empirical level. With the big changes in student populations and the growth in the number of nontraditional learners, small group study format enables students to involve in the discussion, ask questions, and apply their knowledge to solve practical problems instead of individual learning or lecture-based learning.

However, it is undeniable that these benefits only work on the well-performed teams which have efficient collaborative activities during the learning process. Here comes the problem of collaboration learning: how can we find those "at-risk" groups who are likely to fail of group collaboration and need excessive help, and what is the sweet-spot for a well-functioning collaborative team.

Instructors in most universities set group working as part of their course assignments and assign even up to 100% of the final grade for group work. For example, in the affiliated university, several self-reported, and observational measures are used by course instructors to evaluate level of collaboration among teams of students using observation checklists, peer evaluation surveys, focus groups, and the grade of their group products. Though these methods are effective, but there are some constraints
with these approaches, such as no objective measures to automatically evaluate the process of collaboration while students performing a group work. Recently, some scholars either established effective collaborative learning models or built reasonable standards for judging collaborative learning process based on self-reported survey data or collaboration system data. The core of collaborative learning analyses is building indicators based on the participants’ performance during the entire learning process.

To encourage students in participation and help them better understand professional concepts and terminologies, different educational technologies and strategies are integrate into collaborative learning. By now, researchers have applied some well-functioned hand-held devices in education and such an education method is called mobile learning. Learners are able to use them to take lecture notes, take online courses, read e-books and have online group discussions. For human anatomy educators, they proposed body painting as an educational strategy, in which those complicate terminology is more visualized and easier to understand than the 2D images on the textbooks. What will happen if we combine these technologies and strategies together and apply them in collaborative learning process simultaneously? To answer this question, collaborative learning analyses are required to be performed on the collected data from both experimental groups and control groups.

What’s more, consider using collaborative learning in a large laboratory course, where students are divided into hundreds of small groups. All groups are asked to learn the same objectives, yet they are assigned various learning methods and time spans to complete the learning task. Evaluation of participants’ performance and the impact of educational technologies used in collaborative learning require an efficient collaboration data of the entire learning process. Using an automate data collection and analyses method instead of traditional survey will bring significant convenience. Many solutions have been proposed for collaborative learning analyses, such as Regression, Support Vector Machine, and Decision Tree [177, 178]. However, the data for those models were collected from class attendance, quizzes scores, reports, and course views, which could not directly reflect participants’ performance during the learning activities. The most
efficient data should be participants’ actions and emotions during the process, which could be recorded via images or video clips. Also considering students, typically outnumber instructors in a large scale, instructors could enjoy more convenience collecting data using electronic devices than manually.

Traditional analyses methods cannot be directly applied on the image and video data. Yet object detection methods can help us extract useful features from the raw data. Object detection is a computer technology related to computer vision and image processing that deal with identifying instance of semantic objects of a certain class in digital images and videos [179]. Within object detection domain, there are two main tasks: identification and categorization (also called classification). Image classification is to predict a set of labels to characterize the contents of an input image. Considering classification as a simple supervised problem, the learning module’s input is an image and the output is a label of the class of one of the object in the image. The learning module is a binary classifier and it is trained with a couple of labeled examples. Object detection builds on image classification but also allows image localize each object with a bounding box and even a segment. In practice, we need to consider about the size and composition of the training dataset for classification and the variability of each class for identification [180]. Those parameters and detection algorithms vary between different methods.

In this study, our goal of object detection is to detect participants and their learning tools from the image data and then acquire features from participants’ locations and finally recognize collaborative actions from the image data. Mask R-CNN [4] (Region-based Convolutional Neural Network) is a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) model. It has following outstanding features for object detection: (1) it can not only detect the object but also generate a high-quality segmentation mask for each instance; (2) it is simple to train and flexible to use (3) it allows the system to run fast based on parallel heads (4) it can detect multiple objects in one image with high accuracy.

In this work, we evaluate the usefulness of the Mask R-CNN [4] object detection
method in identifying collaborations in a tangible, body painting activity. We first introduce a new team-based anatomy education intervention using electronic handheld devices, and then compare students’ level of collaborative in experimental groups versus control groups using Mask R-CNN [4]. Mask R-CNN [4] trained with the COCO dataset was the method we used for object detection. We will demonstrate the features acquired from the running results of Mask R-CNN [4] could directly reflect students’ collaboration performance.

3.2 Materials and Method

In this section, we explain the details of the case study, including the course in which the data were collected, and the specifications of the education technology used in the muscle painting activity and collaborative learning analyses using deep learning method.

3.2.1 Anatomy Learning Intervention

We conducted a between-subjects study while performing an anatomy learning intervention in a large laboratory course of General Biology offered by the Department of Biology at the affiliated University in spring 2018, which was enrolled by over 300 undergraduate students. Students were working in pre-assigned teams for the entire course to complete several anatomy lab exercises, including the muscle painting.

During the muscle painting activity, pairs of students collaborate to paint 12 muscles of their body using painting supplies. The first student plays the role of a model, while her teammate, as a painter, locates the major upper-limb muscles using the human anatomy diagram in the lab manual [181], and then paints her upper limb with painting supplies. Afterwards, students switch roles, and the upper limb painter becomes model for lower limb. The goal of this activity is that students both get the knowledge of anatomy in a collaborative effort. The painting activity was upgraded for experimental group by using mobile tablet devices instead of the textbook for
visualizing the musculoskeletal system. Figure 3.1 shows two settings of the study to complete the muscle painting activity.

An online flyer was sent to all students inviting them to participate in the study. The study was approved by the Institutional Review Board (Protocol # HIRB00005021), and oral informed consent was obtained from each participant before the case study commenced. After consent, students completed an online pre-questionnaire (and a pre-test based on their assigned group) individually, and then entered the painting activity room with their preassigned teammates. Each team either used (1) textbook (control conditions), or (2) Tablet (experimental conditions) to complete the painting task. All students completed pre and post questionnaires before and after the intervention.

There was a mobile workstation for each laboratory room to capture videos and photos so that students’ performance during the painting activities. The laboratory room was small and clean and participants were asked to stand close to the workstation in order to have appropriate image data.
3.2.2 Dataset

**Image data.** Image data is the pictures and video clips captured from the muscle painting scene every ten seconds (Figure 3.2a). It showed the entire collaborative learning activities of each group from start to finish. Since we were going to use object detection techniques to detect the people and their behaviors afterwards, only the group members and the tools they used for painting activity were captured in the image data. Approximately 2000 images was captured in total from 33 teams. Based on different time spent on the painting activities, data for each team had about 25 to 200 images. Each image file was also timestamped for further time on task analysis. When choosing the image data for object detection, we focus on how close the team members were during the painting activity and treat such distance as a feature. In this study, we worked on groups of size two.

**Survey data.** Survey data was collected online, generated by the Qualtrics application, towards all participants before and after completing the painting activities. There were two questionnaires in this study. Pre-questionnaire consisted of demographic questions and a pre-test. Post-questionnaire was composed of questions about participants’ user experience during collaboration study, including the preference of being a painter or a model, the level of engagement in the activity, and a post-test. This data set will be used in our future work.

**COCO dataset.** COCO dataset is an online open source dataset and contains photos of 90 easily recognized common objects categories, including person, chair, desk, bottle, cell phone, book, etc. Over 2.5 million instances are labeled using per-instance segmentation in 328k images to aid in precise object localization [91]. COCO dataset can annotate instance-level segmentation mask, and can be used in both image classification and object detection task for both iconic images and non-iconic images [91].

3.2.3 Object Detection Framework

Mask R-CNN [4] approach uses the same Region Proposal Network (RPN) stage as Faster R-CNN to generate bounding box for each candidate object and replaces
RoIPool by a more accurate module RoIAlign to extract features from each box and show the bounding-box regression and classification [4] (Figure 3.3). By feeding the input image, a CNN feature extractor is able to extract image features which are called feature maps. Then then a CNN RPN will create RoIs which are the candidate object regions generated by RPN and ranked based on their score (how likely is the candidate object region could contain an object). Then the N (Faster R-CNN: \( N = 2000 \); Mask R-CNN [4]: \( N = 300 \)) regions with the highest scores are kept. Each of them will be warped into fixed dimension by RoIAlign and feed into three parallel branches: two Fully Connected (FC) layers as Faster R-CNN make classification and boundary box prediction and two additional convolution layers to build the mask. The top 100 detection boxes are kept and form a \( 100 \times L \times 15 \times 15 \) tensor, where \( L \) represents the number of classes in the training dataset (COCO dataset: \( N = 90 \)), and \( 15 \times 15 \) represents the size of each predicted mask. The resized masks and the bounding boxes can be overlaid on the original input image as a transparent layer.

Using a pre-trained neural network by COCO dataset [182], we are able to apply Mask R-CNN [4] to recognize the participants and the painting tools from the collaborative learning activities image data automatically as Figure 3.3. In our implementation, we focused on the following features of the object detection results (Figure 3.2b): image file name, category name, bounding box coordinates and the score for each object. These features are the key points for the collaborative learning analyses and are stored.
in an output file in CSV format.

### 3.2.4 Measures

To evaluate students’ performance during the collaborative learning process, we build two indicators: Time on Task, and Level of collaboration in terms of proximity among team members.

**Level of collaboration.** In this muscle painting activity, collaboration was crucial in terms of how closely the participants work together. Especially close physical distance or proximity, and the amount of time students work together to perform the task was part of the learning process.

We measured this factor using Mask R-CNN [4] approach, and named it level of collaboration. We hypothesize that teams of students who use the tablet, collaborate more with each other, and are within each ether’s proximate distance more often in comparison to control group who use textbook. Once again, we want to highlight that our assumption may only fit for tangible work-group activities like body painting with pairs of students, and may not be generalized to other types of group-work activities which need distributed task allocations. Next we describe how we formulated the proximity of students using bounding boxes of study participants.

**Overlapping area and ratio.** The idea for computing overlapping area and ratio came from how close two participants were during the painting activity. Since there are lots of body contacts between painters and models while collaboration study, their bounding boxes may overlap. Using the coordinates of the bounding boxes of the person, we calculate the overlapping area (if their bounding boxes do not overlap at all, the overlapping area and ratio will be 0) and the whole area for two participants (Figure 3.4). The overlapping ratio is equal to the overlapping area divided by the smaller participant area. The reason of comparing the overlapping area with the smaller participant area is to reduce the bias that one participant may have larger box than the other.
Figure 3.3: The Mask R-CNN framework [4] for object detection.
Get the percentage of the overlapping rate. For each group, compute the mean of all the overlapping rates in the object detection results.

**Time on task.** We also calculated the time that students dedicated to performing the collaborative painting task. Previous work [16] shows that increased time on task is a strong predictor of knowledge retention. Un-engaged students just finish the activity in the minimum possible time. In this case, we consider time on task as one of the indicators of student engagement as well. The longer time they spend, the better the collaborative performance they have. This indicator is computed by the file names of the image data and the number of images for each group (time-stamped file information).

Since the treatment group use the mobile learning technology [77] during the muscle painting activity, we hypothesize that teams of students who use the tablet have better collaborative performance than the control group. In comparison to the control group who use the textbook, students in the treatment group collaborate more with each other within proximate distance and they may spend more time on task in
Table 3.1: Summary of the descriptive analytic for two groups of the study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Level of Collaboration (%) $M \pm SD$</th>
<th>Time on Task (seconds) $M \pm SD$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Treatment</td>
<td>9.23 ± 2.85</td>
<td>631.18 ± 353.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>6.39 ± 1.84</td>
<td>428.75 ± 170.64</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Level of collaboration was measured based on the percentage of overlapping area of dyads while working on the task.

the collaborative activity.

3.3 Results

In this section, we report the findings from our case study. A summary of results is reported in Table 3.1 and Figure 3.5.

Participants. Total of 66 (39 Female) students in 33 teams participated in this study. 17 out of 33 pairs were in the treatment group (14 Females), and 16 pairs were in the control group (25 Females).

Level of collaboration. Among 33 teams, we calculated level of collaboration using the aforementioned method, and compared the treatment group versus the control group. The results showed that there was a statistically significant difference between these two groups based on level of collaboration; $F_{(1,33)}=11.42, p<0.005$, Cohen’s $d=1.18$ (large effect size).

Time on task. Similarly, treatment group had a meaningful difference with control group based on time on task $F_{(1,33)}=4.29, p<0.05$, Cohen’s $d=0.72$ (relatively large effect size).

According to the results, collaboration level and time on task had large effect size values and high level of significance which indicated that both two indicators have identified the variations among treatment and control conditions successfully. Based on Figure 3.5, the treatment group had higher means and more able to achieve higher value in both indicators. That means, by using mobile tablets, students were able to get closer to each other and would like to spend more time to complete the task than use textbooks. During the activity, teams with the tablet were more likely to share the
Figure 3.5: The box plots of Level on Collaboration and Time on Task for treatment and control groups in the study.

contents and discuss with teammates in a close distance. Therefore, we could recognize the treatment performed better than the control groups during collaborative learning. Thus, our pre-trained Mask R-CNN [4] approach can provide useful features, and can be used for collaborative learning analysis with acceptable accuracy.

3.4 Discussion and Conclusion

In this chapter, we used Mask R-CNN [4], an object detection approach, to analyze the quality of collaboration. We then evaluated the approach with two collaborative indicators related to team’s proximity and time on task. The results showed that our approach was capable of recognizing differences in the level of collaboration among students in treatment versus control groups. Both the time on task and level of collaboration could successfully distinguish the differences between two groups of the study.

The focus of this project is understanding collaboration on muscle painting
activity. Some aspects of our work could be improved in the future. We plan to use our survey data as another dimension to perform collaboration evaluation. We also aim to hand-annotate part of our collected data based on the object categories we need, including painting brush, and re-train our model on the entire data set. We will work on other collaborative features, such as facial expression detection, emotion detection, head, and body pose estimation, and joint attention estimation to better understand the level of collaborations among teams.
4.1 Problem Statement

Collaborative learning is an essential educational instrument for teaching and learning. As a team-based and student-centred educational practice, it promotes student motivation and enhances knowledge retention via teamwork and cooperation [14]. While collaborative learning has been introduced and practiced in co-located settings [16, 17, 18, 19, 14], as well as distributed settings [20, 21, 22, 23], measuring and evaluating collaboration still remains a challenge. Fairness of group work distribution [183], rationality of collaborative conditions [184] and automatism of process analytics [115] are some of the core issues that need to be considered during collaborative learning analytics, especially in relatively large teams [185]. Understanding gender effects in collaboration dynamics and investigating best learning practices in teams are also crucial aspects of collaborative learning analytics, which is the focus of this chapter.

Gaze-oriented cues can be used as a means of obtaining information about the cognitive activities of a collaborator, and there is evidence that students look at and point to the same object during collaborative co-located learning activities [19, 25]. This gaze alignment is called joint visual attention (JVA [26])—see Figure 4.1a, for example. JVA is a strong predictor of successful collaboration among students [27, 28]. Compared with collecting traditional self-reported survey data or collaboration system data for one-time performance evaluation [42], capturing gaze alignment during the entire collaborative process with the JVA features can reveal more valuable information.
Figure 4.1: Examples of the gaze-following method in our study: (a) with JVA feature: students’ gaze points converge on the tablet; (b) without JVA feature: students look at their own notes.

about the quality of interactions among teams [29]. New technologies provide innovative methods to extract and measure JVA features. A growing number of researchers have taken advantage of sensor-based eye-trackers to objectively measure gaze features during various social interactions, especially for co-located collaborative tasks [17, 19]. However, despite the provision of highly accurate data from eye-tracking devices, these sensors are usually highly priced and may introduce limitations for educational study settings, specifically those needed to be carried out in classrooms and not in research labs. For example, the calibration might be a time-consuming process or the study activity is needed to be completed within the limited tracking range of the sensors.

With the emergence of different deep learning techniques, the gaze tracking problem can be approached differently. Using deep neural networks to track the gaze features from a sequence of 2D images or videos is practical and robust in understanding and interpreting student behaviours in human-human and human-object interaction [3, 134]. For example, when two students are looking for a path from the library to the gym on a single university map, by following their gaze direction, we can easily find out if they are sharing the same information and we can predict whether they will pick the same path. Compared with eye tracking and gaze estimation, the gaze following method [3, 186, 187] not only estimates the gaze direction but also predicts the gaze
point from the image without the need for specialised hardware (e.g., head-mounted camera, infrared light source) and obtrusive gaze calibration procedure. Figure 2.1c shows the application of gaze following method on the image captured from our test user study.

In this chapter, we introduce a computer vision-based solution for team performance evaluation using mutual gaze point predictions, along with a collaborative anatomy learning activity as a test user study for our approach. We recorded collaborative activity sessions as a sequence of images with a colour camera. For collaboration analysis, we first tracked team members’ gaze directions and the focus objects during the activity using the gaze following method[3] with a deep neural network framework. We then extracted the JVA features of the teams and analysed them with other collected data, including post-test scores and demographics information related to team gender composition. This study hypothesised that students who share mutual gazes during the activity—for example, those teams with higher JVA values—obtain higher scores in their post-activity knowledge tests as well, since they engage more in collaborative tasks. We were also interested in understanding if JVA values are varied significantly in different study conditions and different gender compositions of teams for collaborative learning.

This chapter is organised as follows: We introduce details of the intervention, dataset, the gaze following method and our proposed assessment measures for collaboration. Then, we present the findings from our test user study and discuss further implications.

4.2 Materials and Method

4.2.1 Collaborative Muscle Learning Intervention

We conducted a between-subjects study of collaborative muscle learning intervention in a laboratory course (General Biology) as part of an undergraduate pre-medical program at Johns Hopkins University. A total of 301 students in 138 teams participated in the original study; we selected the data from a subset of teams with
two members \((N = 60, 30 \text{ teams})\) as our test data set. Several measures were considered for selecting this subset of the data set. Based on collaborative task distribution, recorded data from teams with more than two members, those in different activity rooms, those with students under 18 years of age and those with incomplete questionnaire data were excluded from our study. Students worked in teams to complete a muscle painting activity\([16, 188]\) as part of their required laboratory activities. They were expected to identify and paint the major muscles of their body using one of the learning instruments (textbook, tablet or AR) and washable painting supplies. The first student played the role of a model, while their teammate, as a painter, located the major upper-limb muscles with the aid of their laboratory manual\([188]\) or other digital devices and painted the model’s upper limb. Afterward, students switched roles, and the upper-limb painter became a model for the lower limb. The goal of the learning activity was to ensure all students could gain knowledge of anatomy in a collaborative effort. See Figure 4.2 to learn more about the intervention details.

As briefly mentioned, our study had three different settings based on instrumental tools. Students in the control group used textbooks as their learning tools. In experimental group I, instead of a textbook, students used our in-house interactive app on the tablet as a 3D musculoskeletal visualising system. Experimental group II used a screen-based AR system—also developed internally—where students could see themselves with augmented anatomy visualisations on a large display\([16]\). The knowledge base information presented in all instrumental tools was identical to mitigate potential confounding factors related to student workload and learning. There was also a mobile workstation inside the laboratory room to capture snapshots from students during learning activities. Figure 4.2 shows the three study conditions of the learning activity.

The study was approved by the Institutional Review Board\(\#\) HIRB00005021 in May 2018, and oral informed consent was obtained from each participant student before the study commenced. After consent, students entered the activity room with their teammates and completed the task. All students completed both pre- and post-activity questionnaires and knowledge tests.
Figure 4.2: Study conditions for students in pairs to complete anatomy painting intervention using (a) a textbook, (b) an interactive app on the tablet, or (c) a screen-based AR system.

4.2.2 Dataset

Surveys. Using the Qualtrics application, survey data was collected from all students individually after they completing the anatomy painting activity. The survey consisted of demographics information, usability questions and a post-test about the human muscle system.

Image training data. We adopted GazeFollow [134], the large-scale gaze-following data set for training from Recasens et al.’s study. This benchmark data set included 130,339 people and 122,143 images in total with gaze points inside the image.

Image test data. The test data set consisted of 4,646 images collected from 30 teams (pairs) of students during the collaborative learning activity in the three conditions (10 teams from each condition of the textbook, tablet and AR, totalling images from 30 teams). Images were captured every 10 seconds, and each image file was timestamped. The resolution of each test image was 2560 pixels. Images with camera difficulties or additional individuals in the scene were discarded.

4.2.3 Gaze Following Framework

To extract shared gaze features from the images, we needed to estimate the students’ gaze direction and focus point in the scene. Thus, we applied a two-stage
gaze following approach[3] on our test data set. This method was very suitable for our project since it was capable of detecting the gaze direction from the head image and predict the potential gaze point along the gaze direction, via deep neural networks. The gaze following approach and its underlying network architecture is shown in Figure 4.3.

The gaze following framework was inspired by the human behaviour of gaze following[3]. First, a gaze direction was estimated from the gaze direction pathway. In the gaze direction pathway, the resized head image (224 × 224)—image sizes are listed in pixels hereafter—was fed into the convolutional neural network ResNet-50 [189] for feature extraction. Then, the head features were concatenated with head position features encoded by one fully connected layer for gaze direction estimation. A coarse gaze direction was predicted as the vector output and then encoded as multi-scale gaze direction fields. The gaze point was assumed to be in the gaze direction or line of sight. Next, the multi-scale gaze direction fields were combined with the scene contents (224 × 224) and fed into the heat map pathway for heat map regression using a feature pyramid network [190]. The heat map (56 × 56) represented the probability distribution of the gaze point, and the point with the maximum value of the heat map represented the probable gaze point of the scene.

Lian et al. [3] claimed that their gaze following approach outperformed other existing methods in gaze point prediction. Compared with state of the art[134], Lian et al.’s method decreased 23.68% of the Euclidean distance error for gaze point on the GazeFollow data set. We chose Lian et al.’s gaze following model because it managed to simulate the gaze following behaviour of a third person view. Furthermore, Lian et al. trained this model robustly on a large data set by using the heat maps for focus point prediction. Figure 2.1 highlights its strengths over other existing solutions.

The gaze following output shown in Figure 4.4a visually draws a blue gaze line on the original image for each individual in the scene. The blue line is initiated at the eye location and terminated at the predicted final gaze point (line of sight). The highlighted regions in the corresponding heat map—Figure 4.4d–4.4f—represent the predicted gaze points where the students are looking. The output also marks the coordinates of
Figure 4.3: The network architecture for the gaze following method [3] atop our collaborative study image frames. Using the heat map, we can predict the gaze point convergence (focus point) of students in the collaborative activity.
each gaze point—which are used in our approach as a collaboration metric. We were interested in the automatic recognition of joint or mutual gaze visual attention among students in every image sequence during the collaborative task. Further details about the JVA feature analysis as a collaboration measure are presented in the following section.

Figure 4.4: Gaze following results for three sample frames: (a) gaze directions with blue lines; (b) output without the JVA feature (Euclidean distance between the gaze points of students is greater than 100 pixels; (c) output with the JVA feature (Euclidean distance between the gaze points is smaller than 100 pixels); and (d–f) heat maps associated with the gaze points.

While two distinct sheets of papers are predicted as gaze points for team members in (e), (d) and (f) are examples of the convergence of visual attention on the tablet device; thus, the $Is_{_JVA}$ variable is true in (d) and (f).
4.2.4 Measures

We analysed team performance and collaboration based on objective measures related to joint attention, knowledge retention, study conditions and gender composition of the teams. These evaluation measures of collaboration are described as follows.

**JVA ratio.** JVA represents the shared focus of two or more individuals and plays a key role in collaboration prediction [191]. In this work, we defined the JVA ratio for each team based on the frequency with which the two students shared gazes during the collaborative activity, divided by total image frames captured from the team—a normalised measure of JVA based on the total activity frames of the teams. Since there was a lot of cooperation between painters and models during the learning activity process, they needed to maintain joint attention most of the time: while painting, discussing and looking at the learning materials. For example, when the painter was painting, both painter and model may have looked at the same location, the active painting region. When students needed to find the muscle’s correct location, the painter and the model may have shared the screen of the interactive app on the tablet or the AR view to zoom in on the 3D musculoskeletal system.

We used Euclidean distance between the gaze points detected by the gaze following method for automatic identification of the JVA in each image frame ($I_{s\_JVA}$ was a Boolean variable per each frame; it was set to false by default). Based on image size and resolution, we recognised the JVA, or mutual gaze feature, and set $I_{s\_JVA}$ as true, if that distance was smaller than 100 pixels. For each team, the JVA ratio was computed by the total number of frames in which the $I_{s\_JVA}$ variable was true, divided by the total number of frames. Some examples with and without JVA recognition are shown in Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.4. We were interested to learn if a higher JVA ratio is also associated with better learning outcomes.

**Team post-test score.** The key objective of this collaborative learning activity was to enhance the anatomy knowledge retention of students. All participants needed to independently—not with the assistance of their peers—locate and label five muscle names in a diagram of the human musculature in the post-test; thus, individual test
scores ranged between 0 and 5 with discrete values. Since we used the average of post-test scores per team and named it team post-test score, the team post-test score was still in the same range, but non-discrete values were also observed in the data set.

**Study conditions.** As mentioned earlier, there were three different conditions or settings for our muscle painting study. Students in the control group used textbooks as their learning tools. The experimental groups either used a tablet or the screen-based AR system to complete the task. We wanted to investigate the differences in team performance based on these three conditions and the two groups.

**Gender composition.** Students were preassigned randomly to teams to complete the muscle painting activity. There were three possible gender compositions per pair of students: male pair, female pair and mixed pair. We were interested in evaluating the gender effects in collaborative learning and investigating if any significant variability of JVA ratios and knowledge tests was present in female-female, male-male and male-female (mixed) pairs of students. As females had a higher enrolment rate in the General Biology lab—which was a common pattern in premedical programs across the nation [192, 193]—our study participants were also mostly females with a total of 38 out of 60 study participants (out of the 30 teams, half of them were female-only teams, eight mixed and rest, seven, were male-only teams). This does not mean gender imbalance in the data since the sample population is a representative subset of the target population in premedical programs [192, 193].

### 4.3 Results

In the following, we report descriptive and inferential results from our test user study. In particular, we looked at the JVA ratio—an automatically generated measure based on our proposed framework using deep neural networks—in association with our evaluation measures. Table 4.1 summarises the descriptive statistics for pairs of students in each study condition, including the number of teams, mean values and standard deviations for JVA ratios and team post-test scores.
Table 4.1: Summary of JVA ratio and team post-test score with different instrumental tools

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Condition (Instrumental tool)</th>
<th>Observation (teams)</th>
<th>JVA ratio (%)</th>
<th>Team post-test score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Control Textbook</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>31.30 ± 9.73</td>
<td>1.15 ± 0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tablet</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>46.50 ± 15.43</td>
<td>2.35 ± 1.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AR</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>44.60 ± 17.28</td>
<td>2.35 ± 1.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiment</td>
<td>Combined (Tablet &amp; AR)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>45.55 ± 15.97</td>
<td>2.35 ± 1.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>Textbook &amp; Tablet &amp; AR</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>40.80 ± 15.59</td>
<td>1.95 ± 1.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

JVA: joint visual attention; $M$: mean value; $n$: number of teams; $SD$: standard deviation; Team post-test score is in $[0–5]$ range; JVA ratio (%) is in $[0–100]$ range.

Participants. We analysed data from 60 participants (38 females) in 30 teams. All of these students were enrolled in the undergraduate premedical program at Johns Hopkins University. There were 10 teams for each condition—textbook, tablet and AR. Knowing that tablet and AR conditions were part of the experimental group, we had 20 teams in the experimental group and 10 in the control group. Data from teams with a larger size, those in different activity rooms, those with students under 18 years of age and those with incomplete data were excluded in this study.

JVA ratio. JVA ratio was the percentage of the time teams had joint attention during the learning activity. Although no significant difference between the three study conditions and the JVA ratio was observed, the $p$ value was very close to the critical value of $\alpha$ ($F(2,27) = 3.26$, $p = 0.054$, $ns—ns$ stands for statistically non-significant). Interestingly, the JVA ratio of the two experimental groups of tablet and AR ($n = 20$, $M = 45.6$, $SD = 15.97$) was significantly higher than those in the control condition who used textbook ($n = 10$, $M = 31.3$, $SD = 9.73$) and this finding was statistically significant with a large effect size ($F(1,28) = 6.65$, $p < 0.05$, Cohen’s $d = 1.00$). Table 4.1 and Figure 4.5 provide additional information about the JVA ratio distribution across all study conditions and groups.

Team post-test score. A significant difference based on team post-test scores was observed among study conditions of textbook ($M = 1.15$, $SD = 0.95$), tablet ($M = 2.35$, $SD = 1.03$) and AR ($M = 2.35$, $SD = 1.20$), ($F(2,27) = 3.64$, $p < 0.05$, $r^2 = 0.16$,
Figure 4.5: The boxplot with observed data points for JVA ratio across (a) different study conditions (instrumental tools) of textbook, tablet and AR, (b) two groups of control (textbook) and experiment (tablet and AR). JVA ratio was significantly different between control and experimental groups.

medium effect size). Post-hoc comparisons indicate that pairs of textbook and tablet, and textbook and AR conditions were different from each other based on differences in the means. Similarly, the team’s average post-test score from the two experimental groups of tablet and AR (\( M = 2.35, SD = 1.20 \)) was significantly higher than those in the control group (\( M = 1.15, SD = 0.95 \)), and this finding was statistically significant with a large effect size (\( F_{(1,28)} = 7.56, p < 0.05, \text{Cohen's } d = 1.06 \)). See Figure 4.6 to learn more.

**JVA ratio and team post-test score.** We also measured the association between JVA and team post-test scores using the Pearson correlation coefficient. The Pearson correlation measure indicates a significant positive linear association \([194]\) with a strong relationship between the JVA ratio and team post-test scores (\( r^2 = 0.50, \))
Figure 4.6: The boxplot with observed data points for team post-test score across (a) different study conditions (instrumental tools) of textbook, tablet and AR, (b) different groups of control and experiment.

\[ F_{(1,28)} = 9.33, \ p < 0.005, \ r^2 = 0.25 \] (large effect size). The scatter plot drawn from data is shown in Figure 4.7. This finding shows that JVA features are strongly associated with learning outcomes, such as post scores. Points on the scatter plot closely resemble a straight line with a positive slope, which shows that post-test scores increase with higher JVA ratios. Therefore, the team with a high frequency of sharing gazes is more likely to achieve better outcomes in the post-test.

**Gender composition.** We recorded the gender composition for each of the 30 teams from the survey data and investigated the gender effects on collaborative learning during the activity (see Table 4.2 and Figure 4.8 to learn more). Overall, mixed pairs (eight teams) achieved the highest JVA ratio \( (M = 47.0, \ SD = 15.46) \) and the best learning outcomes from post-test scores \( (M = 2.50, \ SD = 1.28) \), but this variability was not statistically significant \( F_{(2,27)} = 1.29, \ p = 0.29, \ ns \). Moreover, no
significant difference was observed based on gender composition in teams for JVA ratios $(F_{(2,27)} = 1.10, p = 0.35, ns)$.

4.4 Discussion

JVA ratio. Capturing gaze alignment during the collaborative process with the JVA criterion can reveal valuable information about the quality of interaction among teams [28, 29, 191, 129, 127]; however, not many studies have investigated computer vision-based approaches to better measure and capture it in co-located team-based learning interactions. In this study, we introduced a novel assessment tool for automatic team performance evaluation using mutual gaze information using the gaze
Table 4.2: Summary of JVA ratio and team post-test score with different gender conditions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gender composition</th>
<th>Observation(teams)</th>
<th>JVA ratio (%)</th>
<th>Team post-test score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$n$</td>
<td>$M \pm SD$</td>
<td>$M \pm SD$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Females</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>37.00 ± 15.05</td>
<td>1.63 ± 1.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Males</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>41.86 ± 16.72</td>
<td>2.00 ± 1.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixed</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>47.00 ± 15.46</td>
<td>2.50 ± 1.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>40.80 ± 15.59</td>
<td>1.95 ± 1.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

JVA: joint visual attention; $M$: mean; $n$: number of teams; $SD$: standard deviation; Team post-test score is in $[0–5]$ range; JVA ratio ($\%$) is in $[0–100]$ range.

following method[3]. Compared with other methods using traditional one-time performance evaluation [42] or high-cost eye-tracking devices [129], our method was able to automatically extract JVA features during the whole learning process with a simple colour camera. We also investigated the effectiveness of our JVA method in a test user study. Results show that the JVA ratios of the two experimental groups of tablet and AR were significantly higher than those in the control group, who used the textbook. Our findings are supported by research based on gaze information from student users that looked at e-textbooks as a potential alternative learning tool [195], although that research was limited to individual learners and not teams.

**Team post-test score.** Post-test scores indicate student achievement from the learning activity [196]. In this study, we set up three different study conditions by using different instrumental tools for an anatomy learning activity. Right after the activity, post-test scores were collected from students using a survey completed individually, and the team post-test score was calculated as the average of team members’ individual test scores. Team post-test scores of the two experimental groups of tablet and AR were significantly higher than those in the control condition, who used the textbook. Furthermore, our research on collaborative learning analytics conducted with 288 students in May 2017 [16] also showed that higher test scores were achieved from experimental groups who used the AR system. These findings are in agreement with previous studies in anatomy education, which highlighted the potential of using evolving technologies such as mixed and AR for enhancing student learning and outcomes.
Figure 4.8: The boxplot with observed data points across teams with different gender compositions: (a) JVA ratios, (b) team post-test scores. No significant difference was observed in the study for JVA ratios nor post-test scores for different pairs of students. Among these 30 pairs or teams of participants, there were 15 female-female, seven male-male and eight mixed pairs.

in anatomical science education [95, 197, 96].

**JVA ratio and team post-test score.** There was a significant positive linear association with a strong relationship between the JVA ratio and the team post-test score. This is in agreement with the hypothesis of our study: students who shared mutual gaze with their teammates for a longer time on the learning task were more likely to obtain higher scores in their post-activity knowledge tests. This finding agrees with previous research on the positive effects of sharing a gaze on learning outcomes, including imitation and socio-cognitive performance [198, 199]. Features like hand distance, speed and face count have been used as high-level features for collaborative learning analytics [124], and they seem to have potential in practice-based learning. Our findings
from the JVA and team performance outcomes also show the potential of proximity-based, behavioural measurements in co-located or practice-based collaborative learning analytics.

**Gender composition.** There were three possible gender compositions per pair of students: females, males and mixed pairs. About half of the participants were in female-only teams, which is also a common gender enrolment rate in life sciences and premedical programs [192, 193]. Even though mixed teams had slightly higher JVA ratios and better learning outcomes, no significant difference was observed based on the gender composition of the teams neither for the JVA ratio or for the team post-test score. These findings are consistent with previous studies that noted no gender effect in life sciences studies [18, 109].

In addition, we found that compared with control groups using text and 2D anatomy models from the textbook, the students in both experimental groups had higher JVA ratios and better knowledge retention by interacting with 3D models on the tablet screen or AR system. Specifically, in teams with the screen-based AR, students could easily collaborate and locate specific muscles with high accuracy projected on top of their own bodies. This outcome was also highlighted in a recent meta-analysis study as collaborative learning being the most beneficial approach in any AR interventions [200]. Our study also provides further evidence that 3D visualisation technologies increase students’ engagement and improve their knowledge retention in human anatomy learning [97, 99, 197, 92].

### 4.5 Conclusion

In this chapter, we introduced an automated team assessment tool based on gaze points and JVA information extracted by computer vision solutions. The results from a pilot user study indicate that experimental teams who interacted with 3D digital learning tools had a high frequency of JVA and better knowledge retention outcomes than those in the control group. We also investigated the association of user study gender composition effects on JVA ratios and team test scores. We found no
significant difference for JVA ratios nor post-test scores for different teams of students with varied gender composition.

This work was a preliminary study to automatically assess team collaboration with computer vision techniques. Like any other project, there is room for improvement. The focus was to understand collaboration on co-located situations, and shared gaze features were identified during the post-analysis process. There was a subset of collected data; since the main objective of this chapter was to first understand the dyadic interactions of students, we excluded larger teams. In future work, it will be ideal to evaluate the effectiveness of adopting our method to other collaborative learning scenarios. In further planned research, a data set with team sizes larger than two would better illustrate our idea and validate our findings. Furthermore, we plan to work on multiple computer vision techniques by combining multiple image-based features, such as facial expression recognition, emotion recognition and head and body pose estimation, along with joint attention estimation to more comprehensively interpret collaboration dynamics. The findings from this work have implications in educational technology and collaborative computing by offering a novel assessment tool for team collaborations based on gaze information.
5.1 Problem Statement

As one of the most critical non-verbal communication skills, the effects of gaze have been studied in terms of its various functions in social interactions [24]. Mutual gaze (Figure 5.1), as one of the essential aspects among the functions of gaze, is considered as a cue for establishing and maintaining successful dyadic interactions in social communications [38, 39, 16]. Individuals with Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD), a developmental disorder with qualitative impairments in social behaviors and communication, have difficulty in identifying, performing, and maintaining such gaze behaviors [30]. The lack of this ability often leads to individuals’ fear, anxiety, depression, and avoidance during the social interaction [31], and can lower the quality of interaction, which also makes autism-related information assessment in our society more complex, e.g., reduced eye contact [32], reduced interest in social stimuli [33], lack of response to name [34], and insufficient sharing of interests [35]), and lack of social connections with partners [36].

Reportedly 1 in every 54 children is on the autism spectrum in the United States [37], and the number has continued to increase over the past decades. The urgency and importance of appropriate therapeutic services creates an urgent need for novel therapies that must also be tested for their efficacy. Play therapy is a form of behavioral therapy that employs “play” as the basis of the intervention and aims to improve children’s social and emotional skills, problem-solving, and verbal and non-verbal behavior within natural settings, and include music/rhythm therapy [15, 176]. However, studying the effects of such therapies still requires a significant amount of
time and effort on the part of data-analysis researchers to collect, monitor, and analyze the behaviors of the children with autism [43]. Given the fast-growing number of children on the autism spectrum, it is timely important to devise more effective and efficient tools that can reduce data-analysis researchers’ burden by reliably and automatically recognizing and analyzing the children’s gaze attention state during the therapy sessions.

In this chapter, we introduce a deep learning framework, which adopts a state-of-the-art mutual gaze detection method [5], to predict and evaluate mutual gaze behaviors of children in autism therapy interventions. The framework takes the video records as input and predicts the score of the detected mutual gaze as the outcome to automatically detect gaze interaction between therapy trainers and children in the videos. Here, the mutual gaze score is an important measure to identify the gaze behavior and represent the ability of the children to exhibit social behaviors. We demonstrate the effectiveness of the developed framework by comparing the outcome from the framework with the social visual behavior measure hand-coded by therapy experts as ground truth.

The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows. Section 5.2 as the materials and method section describes play therapy interventions with children participants
and our in-house ASD dataset, our deep learning methodology for mutual gaze detection, and the measures for evaluation of our methodology. Section 5.3 presents our results and findings, that is discussed in Section 5.4. Section 5.5 concludes the chapter and informs future research directions and research implications.

5.2 Materials and Method

In this section, we describe the details of our proposed framework for automatic mutual gaze detection and the dataset, which we collected and used for the framework evaluation. First, we introduce different therapeutic interventions with children with autism from our video dataset and describe the details of this in-house ASD dataset. We then describe surveys to collect participant profiles in the dataset and their social, communication, and functional abilities. Finally, we describe our mutual gaze detection framework using a three-branch deep learning approach and introduce our measures for the framework evaluation.

5.2.1 Autism Therapy Interventions and In-House Data Collection

In pursuit of developing an automatic mutual gaze detection framework, particularly for the autism therapy efficacy, we collected a number of video clips of different autism therapy interventions through a multi-session human-subjects study [15].

In a randomized controlled trial design, a total of 16 children with autism and their trainers participated in the intervention. The children were recruited through flyers posted online and onsite in local schools, services, and self/parent advocacy groups, and were randomly assigned to one of the therapy settings. The study was approved by the university Institutional Review Board # 637082-12.

Starting with the first week, children completed pre-test sessions to determine their social, communication, and functional abilities. Then, they had two sessions every week for an eight-week period. Each session included different activities with trainers and the child participant, and it was videotaped with a standard camera. The camera was located at a fixed position towards the child. For each therapy session,
two trainers interacted with the child to complete an embodied creative activity in the child’s home environment setting. One trainer introduced the details of the activity and provided guidance for different types of activities. The other trainer was a buddy to the child and practiced all the activities with the child during the entire therapy session. All the trainers were pediatric physical therapists and graduate students/faculties and were trained by autism therapy experts. Finally, in the last week, children completed post-test sessions to determine changes in their social, communication, and functional abilities (totaling ten weeks of intervention, including two weeks of pre- and post-test sessions and eight weeks of the autism therapy activities).

In this chapter, we particularly focused on the participants’ visual behaviors during interactions with the trainers. For this reason, we selected a specific subset of video data in the two therapy groups:

- **Standard therapy**: In the Standard therapy group, children engaged in a tabletop reading activity (see Figure 5.1a), which promoted academic and social communication skills [15, 201]. During the therapy session, the child was guided to follow the instructions, take turns with trainers to read an age-appropriate book, answer several book-related questions, as well as spontaneous expressions. Session themes included reading books about people, their things, food, transportation, etc.

- **Play therapy**: Participants were engaged in either a drumming activity involving beat keeping/imitation games or a singing activity involving hello or action songs (see Figures 5.1b and 5.1c). During the therapy session, the child was guided to follow the instructions, copy the trainers’ movements, and beat the drum to the musical beats or sing a hello/action song along with hand clapping and waving gestures. The themes of this session included various rhythms and musical components, such as start and stop, steady beat, turn-taking, slow and fast, and soft and loud.

In the play therapy sessions, one trainer was seated opposite to the child and the buddy sat next to the child, while in the standard therapy sessions, both trainers were seated next to the child around the table. While both groups engaged in social communication activities such as eye contact, turn-taking, and non-verbal/verbal communication; the
Standard therapy group mainly focused on tabletop reading, whereas the Play therapy group also focused on gross motor skills [63, 64].

**In-house ASD dataset.** We prepared an in-house ASD dataset for our mutual gaze detection framework based on a subset of the collected video data from the study described above. The data were collected in practical in-the-wild settings where therapists conducted sessions without knowing our framework, which made the balanced samples difficult. For our dataset, we only included videos with annotations by therapy experts—this excluded a volume of videos, which do not have annotations. Six children’s video records with annotations were further excluded due to low resolution (2 children records), camera occlusion (2 children records), and incomplete data records (2 children records). Each record in our data included the video clips from sessions 1, 8, and 16, which covered the start, middle, and last sessions of the therapy. Non-annotated videos from other sessions (13 video clips for each child record) were excluded from the analysis. After post-processing, our ASD dataset had a total of 7.5 hours of video from children in 30 video clips (12 for the Standard Therapy group, 18 for the Play Therapy group) with ten children participants (Standard Therapy: 4, Play Therapy: 6). Each video clip was 25 fps with approximately 15-minute length. We used the ASD dataset as the input of our mutual gaze detection framework to calculate the participant’s mutual gaze score during the therapy session for further analyses.

**Participants profile surveys.** Before each child’s participation, a parental consent, a Social Communication Questionnaire (SCQ [202]), and a clinical psychology evaluation were completed to confirm their eligibility through different surveys and clinical assessments. The survey data included not only the demographic information of children with autism, including age and sex, but also different physical and social skills, e.g., level of functioning and verbal abilities. The age range of the ten children (3 females) included in our ASD dataset was between 5 and 12 years. The level of functioning of each child was based on their level of independence during daily living skills and was scored on a range from 1 to 3 (1: low functioning or highly dependent, 2: medium functioning or moderately dependent, and 3: high functioning or highly
Table 5.1: Participant profiles for our ASD dataset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Therapy Group</th>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Verbal</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Gender</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Child 1</td>
<td>Standard</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child 2</td>
<td>Play</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child 3</td>
<td>Standard</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child 4</td>
<td>Play</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child 5</td>
<td>Standard</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child 6</td>
<td>Play</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child 7</td>
<td>Play</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child 8</td>
<td>Play</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child 9</td>
<td>Play</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child 10</td>
<td>Standard</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Function: level of functioning skills is scored in range from 1 (low) to 3 (high).
Verbal: level of verbal skills is scored in range from 1 (non-verbal) to 4 (high-verbal).

independent), and the level of verbal skills represented how appropriate/well the child spoke words and sentences, which was scored on a range from 1 to 4 (1: non-verbal or no words used, 2: low-verbal or speaking few words, 3: verbal or using phrase speech, and 4: high verbal or speaking complete sentences). Table 5.1 shows the therapy expert’s ratings of the children’s functional and verbal levels as well as their sex and ages.

5.2.2 Mutual Gaze Detection Framework

Our primary goal in this research is to develop a practical computational framework that can automatically detect mutual gaze behaviors in the interactions between the therapy trainers and the children participants. This would be critical for the therapists to understand the state of children with autism and prepare appropriate therapy plans. Here, we describe our development for the mutual gaze detection framework, which adopted a state-of-the-art three-branch head tracking framework [5] on our dataset to extract mutual gaze features between all possible pairs of people from the videos in our ASD dataset. The architecture of the framework is shown in Figure 5.2.

To extract mutual gaze features from videos, we need to track all people and estimate their gaze directions from the scene. Since the head pose (i.e., position and
Figure 5.2: Our deep learning architecture for mutual gaze detection, adopted from the three-branch head tracking framework [5] on therapy videos from the ASD dataset. Using mutual gaze scores from the framework outcome, we can recognize mutual gaze features between the child-trainer pairs (trainer-trainer pairs are ignored). The light green bounding boxes are shown with a high mutual gaze score; the dark green/black bounding boxes are shown with a low mutual gaze score, which represents no mutual gaze feature is detected from the scene.
orientation) is considered as a good estimation for the eye gaze while there is no guarantee that the eyes are fully visible in the collected scenes [1], our framework focuses on detecting the head poses of all the people from the frames. A deep CNN is adopted to classify whether each pair of people was looking at each other in the frame tracks. The framework has three input branches, including two head-pose branches and one head-map branch. Two head-pose branches have a tensor of $K$ RGB frame crops of size $64 \times 64$ pixels encoded the head sequence of each person of the target pair. The head-map branch is a $64 \times 64$ map with 2D Gaussian detected relative heads positions in the central frame of the $K$-frame track. Head tracks for the head-pose branches are generated by the online linking algorithm [203] using the head detection results from Single Shot Multi-box Detector (SSD [204]). The head-map branch not only encodes position information for the two target persons but also for other persons in the scene, in order to detect the case where the third person cuts the gaze ray between the two-side people. Each head-pose branch is followed by four 3D convolutional layers, and the head-map branch is followed by four 2D convolutional layers. After applying L2-normalization, the outcome embedding vectors from different branches are concatenated and further processed by a fusion block, which includes a fully connected layer with an alternating dropout layer and a Softmax layer to determines a confidence score on whether the pair of people are looking at each other or not, i.e., the score for the mutual gaze. This framework applies to all pairs of simultaneous head tracks in the video clips.

The outcome of the framework consists of the central frames with detected mutual gaze scores for all possible pairs. In each central frame of the track, there are bounding boxes for the heads of each pair with the light or dark green color based on the confidence score (see Figure 5.3, for example). The score shows how likely the pair of target people are looking at each other. In other words, the higher the score is (the lighter the color of the bounding boxes is), the higher likelihood the people look at each other. According to the study conducted in the original paper [5], this framework achieves the state-of-the-art results on the TVHID dataset [205], which
Figure 5.3: Mutual gaze detection results for child-trainer pair in four sample frames. When the child is looking down to the floor, the mutual gaze score is decreasing. We chose the cut-off point of 0.6 for mutual gaze features, since frames with values lower than this threshold do not show a mutual gaze feature. Mutual gaze score is in [0–1] range.

consists of 300 video clips with five different human interaction classes from 20 TV shows, and successfully detects mutual gaze features in different illuminations, scales, and cluttered background scenarios.

For our study in this chapter, we implemented the framework with Keras and TensorFlow on the AWS platform using one Tesla V100 GPU. The framework was pre-trained with AVA/UCO-LAEO dataset [5] including videos from 298 movies and 4 TV shows with annotated heads with bounding boxes, and AFLW dataset [206]) containing about 25k annotated faces in images. During the test process, we set the track length \( K = 10 \). This three-branch head tracking framework pre-trained with AVA/UCO-LAEO dataset could achieve Average Precision (AP) = 91.8% on the TVHID dataset and outperform other methods by 2–3% [5].

5.2.3 Measures

There is a fair amount of gaze interactions between the child and the trainers during the therapeutic interventions. The child in the therapy needs to identify the trainers’ gaze behaviors, and perform and maintain the gaze direction towards the trainers accordingly while learning, playing, turn-taking, and verbal expressing during
the activities. Here we describe two main measures to evaluate the validness of our framework as an effective tool for assessing the social behavior of children with autism in the therapy sessions.

**Mutual gaze ratio.** The outcome of our deep learning framework provides a mutual gaze score for each central frame. Here, mutual gaze score is defined as the possibility that the child and the trainer are looking at each other in the video track, based on the central frame of the detected track. We define *mutual gaze ratio* for each child record based on the frequency of the mutual gaze between the child-trainer pairs over the entire therapy session. The mutual gaze detection results between the trainers were ignored. To calculate the mutual gaze ratio, our framework counts the frames (moments) when the child and trainers had eye contact, e.g., frames that the mutual gaze score is higher than our threshold (0.6), and the number of moments was divided by the number of total frames for the child record (see Figure 5.3). The threshold of 0.6 was decided empirically with test images to predict the mutual gaze score with the highest possibility. Since it is a normalized measure of mutual gaze interaction over the total frames, the range of this measure is from 0 (no mutual gaze at all) to 1 (mutual gaze all the time). Again this measure is automatically generated by our mutual gaze detection framework, and this will be compared with the hand-coded measures that we describe in the following.

**Social visual behavior.** While the measure of mutual gaze ratio is calculated by our deep learning framework automatically, we also have a measure of *social visual behavior* for children’s looking patterns (looking at trainers/objects/self or looking away), which is hand-coded by the therapy experts. 100% inter-rater reliability agreement was established between two coders for the looking ratings ranging from [1–4]. Each child had one single social visual behavior score, and therapy experts looked at the non-verbal social behavior attentiveness of the children, e.g., mutual gaze behaviors during the clinician’s single session interaction (45–60 mins) in the pre-test to score this measure on the scale of 1 (rare and brief looks towards trainers to receive feedback) to 4 (frequent and sustained social gaze towards trainers to receive feedback).
with 0.5 intervals. For the comparison with the results of our framework (i.e., mutual gaze ratio), we normalized the social visual behavior scores from [1–4] to [0–1] range.

5.3 Results

In the following, we report descriptive and inferential statistics results about our measures described in the previous section. We particularly focus on how well the output from our mutual gaze detection framework can be associated with the hand-coded evaluation measure, e.g., the correlation between the mutual gaze ratio and social visual behavior scores. In other words, we examine whether the framework output is a good indicator to represent the level of children participant’s social behavior, which can potentially replace the hand-coded social behavior score by the therapy experts.

Comparison of descriptive stats. In order to investigate the effectiveness of our framework towards therapy interventions, we evaluate the social visual behaviors of the children in different therapy settings using both the mutual gaze score from our framework and the hand-coded score from the therapy experts. By simple mean comparison, the result shows that the mutual gaze ratio score was higher in the Play Therapy group ($M = 0.330$, $SD = 0.149$), compared to the Standard Therapy group ($M = 0.225$, $SD = 0.120$). This positive trend for the Play Therapy group aligns well with the result on the social visual behavior scores, which also shows a higher score for the Play Therapy group ($M = 0.500$, $SD = 0.279$) than the Standard Therapy group ($M = 0.417$, $SD = 0.419$). This suggests that our mutual gaze detection framework is effective for the provision of relevant information about the participants’ social behavior. Table 5.2 provides the summary of these descriptive stats about the mutual gaze ratio and social visual behavior.

Correlation between mutual gaze ratio and social visual behavior. We further investigated the correlation between the mutual gaze ratio and social visual behavior measures. We used a non-parametric Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient considering the ordinal type of raw social visual behavior and the small sample size. The result indicated a strong rank correlation between the mutual gaze ratio and
Table 5.2: Summary of mutual gaze ratio and social visual behavior scores in different therapy groups.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th># of Children (N)</th>
<th>Mutual gaze ratio M ± SD</th>
<th>Social visual behavior M ± SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Therapy</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.225 ± 0.120</td>
<td>0.417 ± 0.419</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Play Therapy</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.330 ± 0.149</td>
<td>0.500 ± 0.279</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mutual gaze ratio is in [0–1] range.
Social visual behavior is normalized in [0–1] range.

The hand-coded social visual behavior score with statistical significance ($F_{(1,8)} = 2.53$, $p < 0.05$, $r_s = 0.650$) (see Figure 5.4). This again supports the mutual gaze ratio is a good indicator for the social visual behavior, which strengthens the effectiveness of our mutual gaze detection framework as an assessment tool for autism therapy.

**Regression model for predicting social visual behavior from mutual gaze ratio.** Finally, we tested how accurately we can predict the social visual behavior score (hand-coded by therapy experts) using the automated mutual gaze ratio from our framework and the participant profile information. Participant profile information was only collected through standard tests and surveys, which we described in Section 5.2. We particularly employed two profile data: function and verbal skill scores, which are directly related to the participants’ cognitive ability and social behavior (see Table 5.1 for the details). We were interested in the benefit of our framework outcomes (mutual gaze ratio) as an important feature to predict the social visual behavior score; thus, we compared the prediction scores among four settings: (1) ground truth social visual behavior score, which the therapy experts hand-coded, (2) prediction based on our model with the mutual gaze ratio from the framework outcome together with the function and verbal profile scores, (3) prediction only based on those two profile scores, and (4) random prediction.

A machine learning method was applied for regression-based prediction. We selected a basic linear regression model using Mean Squared Error (MSE) as the loss function to measure the difference between predicted and actual social visual behavior scores. To make up for the small data size, we adopted the Bootstrap approach to
Figure 5.4: The scatter plot of mutual gaze ratio with hand-coded social visual behavior score from ten children. Mutual gaze ratio is in [0–1] range. The social visual behavior score is normalized in [0–1] range. The point in a darker color indicates two points overlapped. The positive trend with these two features is present in this plot.

quantitatively control and check the stability of the results by random sampling with replacement. The re-sampled dataset was used for training by leave-one-out cross-validation with a learning rate at 0.01. The results were promising to support the benefit of our model using mutual gaze ratio outcome with the profile information for better prediction of the social visual behavior, compared to the other two models with the (3) and (4) settings. Figure 5.5 shows the ground truth and the prediction values of our regression model and two other comparison models. According to the bar chart, the results of our regression model were closer to the ground truth values than the results of the other models with function and verbal scores and the random values. Our model showed a lower MSE-loss of 0.177 compared to the model only
Figure 5.5: The bar chart of the predicted social visual behavior scores (in [1–4] range) over the child records: ground truth hand-coded by therapy subject-matter experts (red); prediction based on participants profile on function and verbal skills (green); prediction based on our work, that uses the mutual gaze ratio and participant profiles (blue); and random prediction (orange). The blue bars (our model) resemble ground truth points of social visual behavior more accurately than the rest.

Based on function and verbal skill information ($MSE$-loss = 0.315) or the random prediction ($MSE$-loss = 0.850). The weight corresponding to the mutual gaze ratio feature ($W_{mg} = 2.046$) was also higher than the weights for the other two profile features ($W_f = 0.748$, $W_v = 0.266$), which suggests that mutual gaze features provide a more positive impact for the prediction than the function and verbal levels. The positive value of the weight also represents a positive relationship between the mutual gaze ratio and the predicted value—social visual behavior score. This indicates the outcome of our mutual gaze detection framework can be an important feature to predict the social behavior score.
5.4 Discussion

Capturing children’s gaze interaction during the therapeutic training activities, particularly about the mutual gaze towards the trainers, can reveal valuable social visual information; thus, analyzing such behaviors is highly useful for effective therapy treatments and evaluations. While there have not been many studies that adopted deep learning-based approaches in video-based autism intervention contexts, we here proposed a mutual gaze detection framework using the three-branch head tracking approach for autism therapy, based on a state-of-the-art gaze detection method [5]. To evaluate our proposed framework, we conducted a series of analyses that compared the outcomes of the framework with manually-coded ground truth measure of social visual behavior, with an in-house ASD dataset collected from the autism therapy intervention [15].

As we reported in the previous section, our results showed that our framework could successfully provide mutual gaze ratio scores, which were comparative to the social visual behavior scores. For different therapy settings, descriptive comparison results of our method were matching the results of hand-coded measures (social visual behavior score), which were annotated by the therapy experts. We also found a significant result, which shows a strong positive rank correlation between mutual gaze ratio and social visual behavior score. Moreover, our framework was able to predict the social visual behavior score using the mutual gaze ratio and other participant-profile features with a simple linear regression model. This means that our method can be used as a novel assessment tool for automatic and reliable mutual gaze detection for social visual behavior evaluation in autism therapy interventions. Since the social gaze behaviors are scored based on various social gaze patterns, to reduce the loss, more social gaze patterns need to be collected, measured, and used for predictions. Compared with typical time-consuming hand-coding approaches to examine the visual performance of children with autism, our method was able to effectively and efficiently extract mutual gaze features during the whole training process with a standard camera.

However, there are still certain limitations in our work as well, which can help
us expand on this research in the future. This work was still a preliminary study with a limited number of samples. Like most autism studies, recruitment of children with autism was not easy, and that made the balancing of samples across groups difficult. There is still a large subset of collected data that we need to include in our future work, which was excluded from the current study due to the absence of social visual behavior annotations. Also, the framework [5] we adopted in this chapter detected the mutual gaze features based on head tracks, which may not be able to capture the correct gaze information for specific situations, e.g., in the case that the eye gaze is not matched with the head direction or for people with eye movement disorders. Detected accuracy may also be affected by camera occlusion and video low resolution. We plan to investigate and develop more accurate eye gaze detection methods to overcome this issue. Finally, our method has been evaluated only at a system level. Further evaluation and discussion with subject-matter experts, in this case autism therapists, would be invaluable to design and develop better gaze detection or other social behavior evaluation tools in practice.

5.5 Conclusion

In this chapter, we introduced a deep learning mutual gaze detection framework using our in-house ASD dataset, as an effective tool for automatic prediction of social visual behavior scores of children with autism in the context of play therapy. The effectiveness of the framework was validated by comparing the outcome with social visual behavior scores hand-coded by therapy experts. Our results using different analysis approaches, including descriptive comparisons, correlation analysis, and regression predictions, showed that our proposed framework was able to automatically extract mutual gaze features during the therapy sessions, and could reliably represent, even accurately predict social behavior scores, comparable to human experts.

Our findings have implications in special education technology and autism therapy analysis by offering a novel assessment tool for social visual behaviors based on gaze information. Beyond the play therapy context, our framework can be applied to other
application scenarios that need reliable automatic social behavior analysis from videos involving human-human or human-virtual agent interactions [16, 207, 208]. Also, we aim to extend our framework via semi-supervised and unsupervised machine learning methods to analyze the non-annotated video recordings. Moreover, we plan to extend the behavioral features of our framework, such as gaze sharing and following [39, 47], facial expressions [209, 153], and body gestures [210, 211] for more comprehensive interpretation of social visual behaviors, including social engagement and social anxiety [212] of children in the spectrum.
Chapter 6

AUTISM SOCIAL VISUAL BEHAVIOR ANALYTICS BASED ON
ADVANCED MUTUAL GAZE DETECTION

6.1 Problem Statement

As a type of non-verbal communication, social visual behavior plays a central role in studying social cognitive processes in interactive and complex settings. Visual cues are mostly displayed and perceived spontaneously by humans [213], and it is commonly believed that the level of cognitive abilities and social skills are reflected in gaze behavior [214]. More specifically, in special education, individuals and children with Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) have difficulty in identifying, performing, and maintaining such gaze behaviors [30]. The lack of such social engagement may lead to anxiety, depression, and social avoidance in individuals on the Autism spectrum during social interactions [31]. Individuals on the autism spectrum have poor quality of social interactions, e.g., reduced eye contact [32], reduced interest in social stimuli [33], lack of response to name [34], and insufficient sharing of interests [35]), and lack of social connections with partners [36]. Mutual gaze, or two people looking at each other, is an important type of social gaze [32] and has been considered a critical indicator for establishing and maintaining successful face-to-face interactions during everyday interactions [38]. In many autism therapy interventions, mutual gaze has been used as an objective measure to interpret the social behaviors of children with autism and evaluate therapy effectiveness [40, 41].

In Chapter 5 we investigated the linkage between mutual gaze and social visual behavior. However the tracking method had limited accuracy and we didn’t do further social behavior analysis since autism dataset was relatively small and subjective to bias
due to imbalanced groups. In this chapter, we introduce a social visual behavior analyt-
ics approach for observing the mutual gaze performance of children with autism during
the therapy sessions using mutual gaze detection. This work uses the expanded bal-
anced data with more representative samples collected from an in-house play therapy
intervention for children with autism (N = 21 children, 7.57 ± 2.31 of years old). The
training performance of each child was captured by the standard camera and recorded
as video clips. To automatically extracted the mutual gaze features from the video-
based data, We further enhanced the gaze detection model using an advanced mutual
gaze detection framework [6] and generated the social visual behavior measures based
on the framework outcomes. The effectiveness of our framework was demonstrated by
comparing the mutual gaze ratio generated based on the framework outcomes with
human-coded ratio measures annotated by the therapy experts. The effectiveness of
our framework was assessed by comparing the mutual gaze ratio generated based on
the framework outcomes with hand-coded ratio measures annotated by human experts.
The social visual behavior of children with autism was examined across different ther-
apy settings, training activities, and therapy sessions. We also predicted the social
visual behavior score using multiple machine learning-based regression models with
on our mutual gaze-related measures. We integrated more ASD-related measurements
from therapists, such as AODS-2 social affect score, into our computational models.
We found that the random forest model achieved the best performance, assisted by the
level of functioning skills and social affect score from the Autism Diagnostic Observa-
tion Schedule (ADOS [215]).

The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows. Section 6.2 as the ma-
terials and method section describes the play therapy intervention and our in-house
ASD dataset, deep learning methodology for mutual gaze detection, and measures for
further social behavior analytics. Section 6.3 presents our results and findings, that is
discussed in Section 6.4. Section 6.5 concludes the chapter and informs future research
directions and research implications.
6.2 Materials and Method

In this section, we describe the details of our deep learning-based mutual gaze detection framework for gaze behavior extraction, provide the extended in-house ASD dataset we collected, and introduce our measures, which we used for social visual behavior analysis.

6.2.1 Autism Therapy Interventions and Expanded In-House Data Collection

In order to develop a social visual behavior analysis approach, particularly for autism therapy efficacy, we collected a number of video clips of different autism therapy training interventions through a multi-session human subjects study [15]. Compared with the study introduced in Chapter 5, our study in this section clearly introduced three different activities within two group settings with more children enrolled. The therapy intervention enrolled a total of 36 children with autism in a randomized controlled trial study. The study was approved by the university’s Institutional Review Board # 637082-12. Children participants were recruited through flyers posted online and onsite in local schools, services, and self/parent advocacy groups, and were randomly assigned to one of the therapy groups.

There totaled ten weeks of intervention, with the pre-test and post-test sessions conducted in the first and the last weeks, and the autism therapy training activities provided for two therapy sessions per week during the intermediate eight weeks. In the first week, children completed pre-test sessions, and the therapists determined their social, communication, and functional abilities based on their pre-test performance. During the following eight weeks, they had two therapy sessions per week. For therapy sessions, two trainers interacted with the child to complete embodied creative activities in the child’s home environment setting. One trainer introduced the details of the activity and provided guidance, and the other trainer practiced the activity with the child as a model. All the trainers, as pediatric physical therapists or graduate students/faculties, were well trained by autism therapists. With parents’ permission and
the notification to the children, the therapy sessions were videotaped with a standard camera, which was located at a fixed position toward the child. Finally, the post-test session was completed by all children in the last week to examine changes in social, communication, and functional abilities.

In this chapter, we particularly focus on children participants’ visual interaction with other people during the training activity. Therefore, two therapy groups with 28 children were selected as a specific subset of video data.

- **Play Therapy**: In the Play Therapy group, children participants were engaged in an improvisational “Music Making” activity using musical instruments, like drums, xylophones, cymbals, tambourines, etc. (see Figure 6.1a as an example) and a “Hello Song” activity involving singing hello or action songs (see Figure 6.1b as an example). During the therapy session, the child was guided to follow the instructions, copy the trainers’ movements, play the instruments with the musical beats, make music with the trainers, or sing a hello/action song along with hand clapping and waving gestures. The themes of this session included various rhythms and musical components, such as start and stop, steady beat, turn-taking, slow and fast, soft and loud, and collaborative music creation.

- **Standard Therapy**: In the Standard Therapy group, children participants were engaged in a table-top reading activity using age-appropriate books (see Figure 6.1c as an example). During the therapy session, the child was guided to follow the instructions, take turns with the trainers to read books, answer book-related questions, as well as spontaneous expressions. Session themes included social communication and reading books about people, their things, food, transportation, etc.

In the Play Therapy group, one trainer was seated opposite to the child and the buddy sat next to the child, while in the Standard Therapy group, both trainers were seated next to the child around the table. While both groups engaged in social communication activities such as eye contact, turn-taking, and non-verbal/verbal communication, the Standard Therapy group mainly focused on table-top reading, whereas the Play Therapy group also focused on gross motor skills. [63, 64].

**Expanded in-house ASD dataset.** We prepared an expanded in-house ASD dataset for our social visual behavior analytics based on a subset of the collected video data from the autism therapy study described above. The data were collected
Figure 6.1: Sample scenes captured from two therapy groups in our ASD dataset: Example frames of the Play therapy group during (a) the "Music Making" activity and (b) the "Hello Song" activity with mutual gaze behavior; example frames of the Standard Therapy group during (c) the "Reading" activity without mutual gaze behavior. Our study in this chapter aims to automatically capture mutual gaze attentiveness of children with autism, and analysis their social visual behavior.

In practical in-the-wild settings where therapists conducted sessions without knowing our analysis method and mutual gaze detection framework, which made the balanced samples difficult. For our dataset, 7 out of 28 children’s video records were excluded due to low resolution, camera occlusion, or incomplete data records or video annotations. Each record in our data included the video clips from sessions 1, 8, and 16, which covered the start, middle, and last sessions of the therapy. Other therapy sessions (13 video clips for each child record) were excluded from the analysis due to the lack of annotation. After post-processing, our ASD dataset had a total of 21 hours of video from children in 84 video clips (30 for the Standard Therapy group with "Reading" activity, 33 for the Play Therapy group with "Music Making" activity, and 21 for the Play Therapy group with "Hello Song" activity) with 21 children (Standard Therapy: 10, Play Therapy: 11). Seven children from the Play Therapy group did both the "Music Making" activity and the "Hello Song" activity. Each video clip was 25 fps with approximately 15-minute length. We used the ASD dataset as the input of our mutual gaze detection framework to calculate the children’s mutual gaze score during the therapy session for further visual behavior analyses.

Participants profile surveys. Before each child’s enrollment, parental consent, the Social Communication Questionnaire (SCQ [202]), and the ADOS-2 [215] were completed to confirm their eligibility. The survey data included the demographic
Table 6.1: Demographic characteristics of children in our ASD dataset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant Characteristics</th>
<th>Play Therapy</th>
<th>Standard Therapy</th>
<th>$F$ or $\chi^2$ value</th>
<th>$p$-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age ($M \pm SD$)</td>
<td>7.82 ± 2.52</td>
<td>7.30 ± 2.16</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>8 M, 3 F</td>
<td>10 M, 0 F</td>
<td>3.18</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADOS-2 social affect score ($M \pm SD$)</td>
<td>17.27 ± 4.56</td>
<td>16.30 ± 5.64</td>
<td>1.88</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level of Functioning ($M \pm SD$)</td>
<td>1.91 ± 0.83</td>
<td>2.30 ± 0.82</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Level of functioning skill is scored in range from 1 (low) to 3 (high).
Except for gender, the demographic information of children in our dataset is balanced for two therapy groups.

information of children with autism, including age, gender, ADOS-2 social affect score, and level of functioning measures. The age range of the 21 children (3 females) included in our ASD dataset was between 5 and 12 years. The level of functioning of each child was based on their level of independence during daily living skill and was scored by the therapists on a range from 1 to 3 (1: low functioning or or needing significant support, 2: medium functioning needing moderate support, and 3: high functioning or needing less support). See Table 6.1 for demographic characteristics of children in our ASD dataset. Except for gender, the demographic information of children in our dataset is balanced for two therapy groups.

6.2.2 Advanced Mutual Gaze Detection Framework

Using a video recordings of therapy sessions, we aim to develop a deep learning-based framework that can automatically determine if there is any mutual gaze type of social visual interaction between the therapy trainers and the children participants. The framework would be practical and computational for the therapists and trainers to observe the state of the children participants during the entire training process. To this end, we describe the development of our deep learning-based mutual gaze detection framework, which adopted a state-of-the-art three branch track network [6] on our in-house ASD dataset to extract mutual gaze features between all possible pairs of people from the video clips.

Unlike most methods that rely on faces for gaze estimation, considering there
Figure 6.2: Our deep learning architecture for mutual gaze detection, adopted from the three-branch head tracking framework [6] on therapy videos from the ASD dataset. Using mutual gaze scores from the framework outcome, we can recognize mutual gaze features between the child-trainer pairs (trainer-trainer pairs are ignored). The light green bounding boxes are shown with a high mutual gaze score; the dark green/black bounding boxes are shown with a low mutual gaze score, which represents no mutual gaze feature is detected from the scene.
is no guarantee that the eyes are fully visible in the collected scenes, our framework focuses on detecting the head pose (i.e., position and orientation) of all the people from the frames. Firstly, the input video clip is sent to the Single Shot Multibox Detector (SSD [204]) for head detection. Then the linking algorithm [203] groups them into tracks as the input of the three branch track network. The network has three branches, including two head-pose branches and one head-map branch (see Figure 6.2). Each head-pose branch encodes a tensor of $\tau$ RGB frame crops of size $64 \times 64$ pixels, which contains the head sequence of one person of the target pair, taking into account the head pose. The head-map branch embeds relative head positions and relative distance to the camera (i.e., depth) between two head tracks over time using a $64 \times 64 \times M$ map with 2D Gaussians for the whole $\tau$-frame track. This framework extends the temporal dimension of the head maps and considers multiple consecutive frames instead of single frames in order to reduce the influence of noise, inconsistency, and detection problems. The different Gaussian sizes of the head map are proportional to the head sizes (i.e., detected bounding boxes), which encode the relative 3D arrangement (depth) of the people in the scene. In addition to the two head tracks, the position information for other persons in the scene is also encoded by the head-map branch in order to detect the case where the third person cuts the gaze ray between the two-side people. Each head-pose branch consists of five 3D convolutional layers, and the head-map branch consists of four 3D convolutional layers instead of the 2D ones in other works. After applying L2-normalization, the outcome embedding vectors from different branches are concatenated and further processed by a fusion block, which includes a fully connected layer with a dropout layer and a Softmax layer to output a confidence score on whether the target pair of people have eye contact or not, i.e., the score for the mutual gaze.

This framework applies to all pairs of simultaneous head tracks in the video clips.

The outcome of the framework consists of all frames with detected mutual gaze scores for all possible pairs. In each frame of the track, there are bounding boxes for the heads of each pair with the light or dark green color based on the confidence score (see Figure 6.3, for example). The score shows how likely the pair of the target pair
is to have eye contact interaction. In other words, the higher the score is (the lighter the color of the bounding boxes is), the higher likelihood the people are looking at each other. According to the study conducted in the original paper [6], this framework achieves the state-of-the-art results on the TVHID dataset [205], which consists of 300 video clips with five different human interaction classes from 20 TV shows, and successfully detects mutual gaze features in different illuminations, scales, and cluttered background scenarios.

In this work, we implemented the framework with Keras and TensorFlow on the AWS platform using one Tesla V100 GPU. The framework was pre-trained with AVA/UCO-LAEO dataset [6] including videos from 298 movies and 4 TV shows with annotated heads with bounding boxes, and AFLW dataset [206]) containing about 25k annotated faces in images. During the test process, we set the head track length $\tau = 10$ and head map length $M = 10$. This framework pre-trained with AVA/UCO-LAEO dataset could achieve Average Precision ($AP) = 92.3\%$ ($M = 1$) for the TVHID dataset and outperform the previous framework by 4–7% for UCO-LAEO and around 18% for AVA-LAEO [6]. Since our study in this chapter particularly focuses on the social visual behavior of children participants, the mutual gaze detection results between the...
trainers were ignored. The framework automatically detected and generated mutual gaze scores in 10–20 minutes for each video clip, which saves more time and effort than human annotation (1–2 hours for each video clip according to our subject matter expert’s input).

6.2.3 Measures

In the therapy sessions, children looked in the direction of trainers, and maintained their gaze towards the trainers while learning, playing, turn-taking, collaborating, and speaking to trainers during the activities. To analyze the social visual behavior of children participants in the therapeutic interventions, gaze interactions between the child and the trainers can be detected by our mutual gaze detection framework. Here we describe the main measures for framework evaluation and social visual behavior analytics. In addition to the measures used in Chapter 5, we defined mutual gaze duration and human-coded ratio as new measures.

**Mutual gaze ratio.** The outcome of our mutual gaze detection framework provides a mutual gaze score for each frame. The mutual gaze score of child-trainer pairs is defined as the possibility that they are looking at each other in the frame based on the detection of the track. Here, we define *mutual gaze ratio* for each child based on the frequency of the mutual gaze between the child-trainer pairs over the therapy sessions. To calculate the mutual gaze ratio, our framework counts the frames (moments) when the child and trainers had eye contact (in the session 1, 8, and 16), e.g., frames that the mutual gaze score is higher than our threshold (0.6), and the number of moments was divided by the number of total frames for each child (see Figure 6.3). Since it is a normalized measure of mutual gaze interaction over the total frames, the range of this measure is from 0 (no mutual gaze at all) to 1 (mutual gaze all the time).

**Mutual gaze duration.** Based on the mutual gaze scores provided by the deep learning-based mutual gaze detection framework outcome, we define *mutual gaze duration* for each child based on the average duration of the mutual gaze between
the child-trainer pairs throughout therapy sessions. Our framework counts the frames (moments) when the child and trainers maintained eye contact for more than one second (in the session 1, 8, and 16), e.g., the consecutive frames (more than 25 frames) that the mutual gaze score is higher than our threshold (0.6), and compute the mean value of the consecutive frame numbers for each child.

**Human-coded ratio.** While the measure of mutual gaze ratio is calculated by our deep learning framework automatically, we also have a measure of human-coded ratio for the frequency of children’s social gaze performance during the session 1, 8, and 16, which is hand-coded by the therapy experts as the ground truth. Since the trainers performed interactively all the time and their gaze directions were toward the child for most of the time during the therapy sessions, the hand-coded mutual gaze annotation only focused on the children’s social gaze behaviors. The human-coded ratio is calculated by the time (second) the child looking at the trainers divided by the total time (second) of entire therapy sessions. As a normalized measure of social gaze interaction over entire sessions, the range of this measure is from 0 (never looking at the trainers) to 1 (looking at the trainers all the time). This measure, as the ground truth, is compared with the mutual gaze ratio generated from the mutual gaze detection framework outcomes for framework evaluation.

**Social visual behavior score.** Social visual behavior score, as a measure of for children’s looking patterns (looking at trainers/objects/self or looking away), is hand-coded by the therapy experts. Each child had one single social visual behavior score, and therapy experts looked at the non-verbal social behavior attentiveness of the children during the clinician’s single session interaction (45–60 mins) in the pre-test to score this measure on the scale of 1 (looking away and lack of gaze interaction with trainers) to 4 (frequent and sustained social gaze towards trainers to receive feedback) with 0.5 intervals.

100% inter-rater reliability agreement was established between two coders for the participants’ looking patterns (looking at trainers/objects/self or looking away) based on 20% of video data. Both human-coded mutual gaze ratio and social visual
behavior score are derived from the annotated looking patterns.

6.3 Results

In the following, we report descriptive and inferential statistics results about our measures described in the previous section. We evaluate our framework by comparing the mutual gaze ratio automatically generated from the mutual gaze detection framework outcomes with the human-coded ratio annotated by the human experts. Then, we analyze children’s social gaze behavior across different therapy groups, training activities, and therapy sessions. Finally, we predict the social visual behavior score using different machine learning-based regression models. In our results, significance was set at \( p \leq 0.05 \).

**Framework evaluation.** We first report descriptive and inferential statistics results about our measures described in the previous section. In order to investigate the effectiveness of our framework towards therapy interventions, we evaluate the social visual behaviors of the children in different therapy settings and activities using both the mutual gaze ratio from our framework and the human-coded ratio from the human experts (see Table 6.2). By mean comparison, the results show that the mutual gaze ratio was higher in the Play Therapy group \((M = 0.118, SD = 0.079)\), compared to the Standard Therapy group \((M = 0.101, SD = 0.058)\). This positive trend for the Play Therapy group aligns well with the result on the human-coded ratio, which also shows a higher ratio for the Play Therapy group \((M = 0.285, SD = 0.171)\) than the Standard Therapy group \((M = 0.193, SD = 0.162)\). However, the difference between the two group settings is not significant for mutual gaze ratio \((p = 0.539, t_{(26)} = -0.622, ns—ns \text{ stands for statistically non-significant})\) or human-coded ratio \((p = 0.182, t_{(26)} = -1.374, ns)\) based on the independent t-tests.

We further investigated the association between the mutual gaze ratio and human-coded ratio measures by calculating the Pearson correlation coefficient [216]. The result indicated a strong positive linear relationship between the mutual gaze ratio and the human-coded ratio with statistical significance \((F_{(1,26)} = 18.33, r_p = 0.643, ns)\).
Table 6.2: Summary of mutual gaze ratio, duration, and human-coded ratio in different therapy groups and activities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Activity</th>
<th># of Observation (N)</th>
<th>Mutual Gaze Duration (M ± SD)</th>
<th>Mutual Gaze Ratio (M ± SD)</th>
<th>Human-coded Ratio (M ± SD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Play Therapy</td>
<td>Hello Song</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>53.40 ± 12.02</td>
<td>0.166 ± 0.095</td>
<td>0.403 ± 0.191</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Music Making</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>57.44 ± 10.44</td>
<td>0.088 ± 0.052</td>
<td>0.210 ± 0.109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Combined</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>55.82 ± 10.87</td>
<td>0.118 ± 0.079</td>
<td>0.285 ± 0.171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Therapy</td>
<td>Reading</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>61.07 ± 11.45</td>
<td>0.101 ± 0.058</td>
<td>0.193 ± 0.162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>28</td>
<td>57.92 ± 11.18</td>
<td>0.112 ± 0.072</td>
<td>0.252 ± 0.171</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mutual gaze ratio, as the frequency of the mutual gaze between the child-trainer pairs over the therapy sessions based on the detected mutual gaze scores and the total frames of the task, is in [0–1] range.

Human-coded ratio, as the frequency of the mutual gaze between the child-trainer pairs over the therapy sessions based on hand annotations and the total time (second) spent on task, is in [0–1] range.

Mutual gaze duration is the mean value of the frame numbers when the child is maintaining a social gaze behavior over 25 frames (1 second).

\[ p < 0.0005, \text{ RMSE} = 0.056 \). The linear relationship and distributions of the standardized mutual gaze ratio and human-coded ratio are shown in Figure 6.4. As the similarity of these two distribution highlights, we can suggest that mutual gaze ratio is a reliable indicator of the social visual behavior. Thus, it shows the effectiveness of our mutual gaze detection framework as an automated assessment tool for evaluating and representing the social behavior of autism.

**Social visual behavior analytics for children with autism.** We analyzed the social visual behavior of the children across therapy settings (Play Therapy and Standard Therapy), within-group activities ("Music Making" activity and "Hello Song" Activity in the Play Therapy group), and therapy sessions (early and late sessions) using the measures described in section 6.2.

Independent t-tests were used to compare the mutual gaze performance (mutual gaze ratio and mutual gaze duration) of children between different therapy groups. Although the children in the Play Therapy group got higher mutual gaze ratio (\( M = 0.118, SD = 0.079 \)) than the Standard Therapy group (\( M = 0.193, SD = 0.162 \)), there were no significant between-group difference on the mutual gaze ratio \( (p = 0.539, t_{(26)} = -0.622, ns) \), and neither on the mutual gaze duration \( (p = 0.259, t_{(23)} = 1.157, ns) \).
Figure 6.4: (a) The scatter plot of mutual gaze ratio and human-coded ratio from 28 observations in different therapy group settings. The regression line and 95% confidence interval (shaped area) for each group are also included. (b) The distributions of mutual gaze ratio and human-coded ratio in different therapy group settings using kernel density estimation. The distributions of two ratios are very similar for both therapy group settings. Both ratios are standardized.
Figure 6.5: The box plots of mutual gaze ratio and mutual gaze duration in the Play Therapy group and the Standard Therapy group. No significant between-group difference on the mutual gaze ratio or duration. Mutual gaze ratio is in [0–1] range.

Figure 6.5 shows the box plots of mutual gaze ratio and mutual gaze duration in different group settings.

To investigate the effects of within-group activities, independent $t$-tests were used to compare the children’s mutual gaze performance between the ”Music Making” activity and the ”Hello Song” activity in the Play Therapy group. There was a statistically significant within-group difference on the mutual gaze ratio ($p < 0.05$, $t_{(16)} = -2.28$, Hedge’s $g = -1.05$) between the ”Hello Song” activity ($M = 0.166, SD = 0.095$) and the ”Music Making” activity ($M = 0.088, SD = 0.052$) with a large effect size (see Figure 6.6). On the contrary, no significant within-group differences was found on the mutual gaze duration ($p = 0.501$, $t_{(13)} = 0.693, ns$) between the ”Hello Song” activity ($M = 53.40, SD = 12.02$) and the ”Music Making” activity ($M = 57.44, SD = 10.44$). The results showed that different type of activities provided varieties of within-group effects on the frequency of the children’s social gaze behaviors. Children performed gaze interaction with the trainers more frequently in the ”Hello Song” activity than in the ”Music Making” activity.
Figure 6.6: The box plots of mutual gaze ratio and mutual gaze duration in the "Hello Song" and the "Music Making" activities within the Play Therapy group. The mutual gaze ratio in the "Hello Song" activity is significantly higher than the ratio in the "Music Making" activity. No significant within-group difference on mutual gaze duration. Mutual gaze ratio is in [0–1] range.

Descriptive and inferential statistics results about mutual gaze measures in different therapy groups and activities across therapy sessions were reported in Table 6.3 and Figure 6.7. Independent *t*-tests were used to compare the mutual gaze performance (mutual gaze ratio and mutual gaze duration) of children across the early and late sessions (session 1 and 16). Results showed that neither mutual gaze ratio (*p* = 0.928, *t*(54) = −0.090, *ns*) nor social visual duration (*p* = 0.523, *t*(37) = −0.645, *ns*) had significant improvement after the therapy training process. However, compared to the mutual gaze performance in the early session, 1 observation in the Hello Song activity, 4 observations in the Music Making activity, and 5 observations in the Reading activity had higher mutual gaze ratios and longer duration in the late session.

**Social visual behavior score prediction using machine learning models.** We evaluated the performance of the social visual behavior score (manually scored by human experts) prediction based on our mutual gaze-related measures (mutual gaze
Table 6.3: Summary of mutual gaze ratio and duration in different therapy groups and activities across therapy sessions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Play Therapy</th>
<th>Standard Therapy</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Music Making</td>
<td>Hello Song</td>
<td>Reading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># of Observation (N)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Early Session</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Late Session</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mutual Gaze Ratio (M ± SD)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Early Session</td>
<td>0.100 ± 0.102</td>
<td>0.227 ± 0.130</td>
<td>0.111 ± 0.134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Late Session</td>
<td>0.100 ± 0.137</td>
<td>0.191 ± 0.129</td>
<td>0.144 ± 0.098</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mutual Gaze Duration (M ± SD)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Early Session</td>
<td>50.26 ± 19.31</td>
<td>54.32 ± 11.69</td>
<td>57.74 ± 26.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Late Session</td>
<td>57.46 ± 13.28</td>
<td>58.89 ± 29.02</td>
<td>59.28 ± 12.64</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Early and late sessions represent the therapy training session 1 and 16.
Mutual gaze ratio is in [0–1] range.
Mutual gaze duration is the mean value of the frame numbers when the child is maintaining a social gaze behavior over 1 second (25 frames).
Neither mutual gaze ratio nor duration had significant improvement after the therapy training process.

We employed two profile data: level of functioning and ADOS-2 social affect score, which are directly related to the children’s cognitive ability and diagnosis of ASD (see Table 6.1 for the details). To investigate the benefit of our mutual gaze ratio measures as critical features to predict the social behavior score, we conducted an ablation experiment by comparing the prediction performance between two settings: (1) prediction based on our model with the mutual gaze ratio and duration from the framework together with the level of functioning and ADOS-2 social affect score, and (2) prediction only based on those two profile scores, using the following five regression models: random forest (RF), support vector regression (SVR), Lasso regression (Lasso), gradient boosting trees regression (GBT), and multi-layer perceptron regression (MLP). Mutual gaze ratio, mutual gaze duration, level of functioning, and ADOS-2 social affect score are normalized. To mitigate the training issues due to small sample size, we used the Bootstrap approach to quantitatively control and check the stability of the results by random sampling with replacement.

We reported the $R^2$, root mean squared error ($RMSE$), and mean absolute error ($MAE$) for each predictive model in each setting (see Table 6.4). According
to the results, predictions with mutual gaze-related measures got a lower loss than the predictions only based on participant profile data in all models. The random forest regression model with mutual gaze-related measures achieved the best prediction performance ($MAE = 0.348$, $RMSE = 0.447$, $R^2 = 0.620$).

6.4 Discussion

While there have not been many studies that quantified social behavior of children with autism using deep learning methods in video-based autism intervention contexts, we here proposed a social visual behavior analytical approach for children in autism using mutual gaze detection. We detected the mutual gaze behaviors by adopting a state-of-the-art gaze detection method [6] and generated mutual gaze-related measures, mutual gaze ratio and mutual gaze duration, based on the detection outcomes. We compared the outcomes of the framework with a manually-coded ground truth measure of social gaze (human-coded ratio) to evaluate the effectiveness of our framework and analyzed the children’s social visual behavior using mutual gaze-related
Table 6.4: Summary of social visual behavior score prediction model performance in the ablation experiment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Prediction Setting 1</th>
<th>Prediction Setting 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MAE</td>
<td>RMSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF</td>
<td>0.348</td>
<td>0.447</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lasso</td>
<td>0.395</td>
<td>0.486</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>0.428</td>
<td>0.513</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GBT</td>
<td>0.455</td>
<td>0.566</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLP</td>
<td>0.538</td>
<td>0.623</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Prediction Setting 1: prediction based on the mutual gaze ratio and duration, together with the level of functioning and ADOS-2 social affect score.

Prediction Setting 2: prediction only based on the two profile scores, including the level of functioning and ADOS-2 social affect score.

Mutual gaze ratio, mutual gaze duration, level of functioning, and ADOS-2 social affect score are normalized.

Prediction model with setting 1 which includes gaze information has better performance versus prediction model in setting 2 without gaze information (lower values are better for MAE and RMSE, and higher value is better for $R^2$).

measures with an in-house ASD dataset collected from the autism therapy intervention [145].

As we reported in the previous section, our results showed that our framework could successfully report mutual gaze ratio, which was comparable, even replaceable to the human-coded ratio. For different therapy settings, descriptive comparison results of our method matched the results of human-coded measures, which were annotated by subject matter experts. We also found a significant result, which showed a strong positive linear correlation between mutual gaze ratio and human-coded ratio. Compared with typical time-consuming hand-coding approaches to examine the visual performance of children with autism, our method was able to effectively and efficiently extract mutual gaze features during the whole training process with a standard camera.

During the social visual behavior analytics, we examined group setting differences, activity-related within-group effects, and intervention-related changes in social attention. The results showed that there was no significant difference in children’s social attention frequency or duration in different group settings. However, in the same group, different activities had significant effects on the frequency of children’s social attention.
gaze behaviors. Children in the Play Therapy group performed mutual gaze behavior more frequently during the ”Hello Song” activity than the ”Music Making” activity. This may be caused by the fact that children with autism focus more on objects used in training, including instruments such as drums and xylophones rather than humans. Given the easy access to objects, children may have engaged in a greater visual fixation on objects. Moreover, the practice of complex drumming and xylophone patterns required sustained monitoring of the instruments. These findings are consistent with the results of the ”Reading” activity, in which children with autism also focus on the books when they are reading. Thus, as many researchers reported, object-based activities may reduce children’s social visual behaviors during the autism training process [217, 218, 219, 145]. After comparing the mutual gaze ratio and duration between early and late sessions, no significant improvement in social visual performance of children with autism was found after the therapy sessions. This is consistent with the findings of Srinivasan et al. [15] that assessed social gaze for the entire session for early and late sessions based on data coded by human experts. They too reported activity-related differences with great socially-directed gaze during musical play therapy sessions. As is reported in past studies, it is difficult to change levels of sustained social attention in children through short-term behavioral interventions [145, 220, 221].

By examining the prediction models with and without mutual gaze-related measures, we found that the models with mutual gaze ratio and duration have better prediction performance than the models only based on participant profile data. In this case, our mutual gaze-related measures derived from the mutual gaze detection framework can be an important feature to predict the social visual behavior score and be used for social visual behavior evaluation. Among five different regression models, random forest regression model with our mutual gaze-related measures can provide best prediction performance with the lowest loss. Since the social gaze behaviors are scored based on various social gaze patterns, to reduce the loss, more social gaze patterns need to be collected, measured, and used for predictions.
6.5 Conclusion

Capturing children’s gaze interaction during the therapeutic training activities, particularly about the mutual gaze towards the trainers, can reveal valuable social visual information; thus, analyzing such behaviors is highly useful for effective therapy treatments and evaluations. In this chapter, we analyzed the social visual behavior performance of the children with autism from the in-house ASD dataset using advanced mutual gaze detection framework [6]. The effectiveness of the framework was validated by comparing the outcome with the social visual behavior measure hand-coded by subject matter experts. According to the social visual behavior analysis, we found that the social attention patterns of children may be affected by certain contexts (with or without learning tools) during the short-term behavioral interventions. Our ablation experiment showed that mutual gaze measures can be a powerful feature for social visual behavior score prediction. The creation and extraction of mutual gaze features can provide valuable information for more accurate analysis and prediction model development. Our findings have implications in social interaction analysis in education technology, therapy evaluation, and intervention design, by offering an analytical approach with a novel assessment tool for social behaviors based on gaze information. Beyond the autism therapy context, our method can be applied to other application scenarios that need reliable automatic social behavior analysis from videos involving human-human or human-virtual agent interactions.

There are still certain limitations in our work as well, which can help us expand on this research in the future. The framework [6] we adopted in this chapter detected the mutual gaze features based on head tracks, which may not be able to capture the correct gaze information for specific situations, e.g., when the eye gaze is not matched with the head direction, e.g., children with ASD could be using peripheral vision and non-foveal vision for tracking individuals; when the head is occluded; when the video record have a low resolution or zoom in/out capturing. To overcome this issue, we plan to investigate and develop more accurate and robust gaze detection methods. We also consider reducing the bias in measurement, annotation, and sampling [222]. For further
implementation, we recommend clinicians and researchers to capture the video in a fix
camera position and focus for better gaze detection. This work was still a preliminary
study with a limited number of samples. Like most autism studies, this sample was
biased to males given the greater ASD prevalence in males. Given the small sample size
of this study, we acknowledge that the effect sizes calculated in this study are imprecise
with large confidence intervals. There is still a large subset of collected data that we
need to include in our future work, which was excluded from the current study due to
the absence of social visual behavior annotations. Further evaluation and discussion
with clinical experts would be invaluable to design and develop better gaze detection
or other social behavior evaluation approaches in practice. In the future work, we
aim to improve our framework via semi-supervised and unsupervised machine learning
methods to analyze those video recordings without annotation [223, 222]. Moreover,
we plan to investigate multi-gaze features and multimodal features, including gaze
sharing and following [3, 48], facial expressions [209], and body gestures [210, 211] for
framework development and comprehensive interpretation of social visual behaviors.
Chapter 7
CLOSING REMARKS

7.1 Conclusion

In this dissertation, our goal was to contribute to non-verbal behavior analysis research in social and educational contexts. We have been working on automatic non-verbal social features extraction and learning analytics using computer vision methods with deep learning-based frameworks in various educational settings. Firstly, we investigated the physical proximity between collaborating learners using the position information detected from the images by the object detection approach. For object detection, we adopted the deep learning-based Mask R-CNN framework to detect the position of each collaborator with a bounding box and a confidence score to show how likely the detected object is a person. We then generated the measure of Level of Collaboration to represent the overlapping area ratio of the detected bounding boxes of collaborators and used it for collaboration analyses in anatomy learning intervention. According to our knowledge, this was the first work to apply the deep learning-based computer vision method to collaborative learning analytics in co-located learning settings. This work also showed the possibility of using computer vision methods with deep learning-based frameworks to solve new educational problems. However, this method was only suitable for activities-based co-located learning contexts, and camera occlusion was one of the main challenges we faced.

With acknowledgment of our previous work’s limitations, we then mainly focused on the social gaze behaviors during the interactive anatomy learning process as the non-verbal cues, which do not require any position change or body movement. JVA, as one of the typical social visual behaviors, was automatically estimated by examining the overlap of the focus points of collaborators predicted by the Gaze Following...
framework [3] with our hand-annotated head positions from the images. The Gaze Following framework took the hand-coded coordinates of the head positions and the raw images as the input, predicted the possible focus points of each annotated head based on the detected gaze direction, and outputted the position of each predicted focus point with the heat map. We generated the JVA ratio measure to represent the frequency of joint attention during the learning process and analyzed the collaborative learning performance across different group settings, gender compositions, and team post-test scores in the expanded anatomy learning intervention. This work provided a deep learning-based framework to automatically estimate JVA features based on the image records captured by the standard camera and analyzed collaborative learning performance based on JVA frequency, team post-test score, and other demographic information. This work also showed that gaze signals were suitable non-verbal social behavior measures in learning analytics.

Besides the image-based records, we also investigated non-verbal feature extraction using video records. Mutual attention, known as people looking at each other, is another social visual behavior we are interested in. We used a three-branch head tracking framework [5] for automatic mutual gaze detection based on the in-house ASD dataset collected from an autism physical therapy intervention. The framework took the head detection outcomes as the input, detected mutual gaze behaviors between each pair within the scenes from encoded head position tracks and head maps, and outputted mutual gaze scores for each frame. The mutual gaze score represented the possibility that people were looking at each other in the scene. We generated the mutual gaze ratio based on the mutual gaze scores as a novel measurement. We evaluated our framework using descriptive comparisons, correlation analysis, and regression prediction compared to the ground truth hand-coded social visual behavior score. This work demonstrated the feasibility of applying the mutual gaze detection method to video-based therapy training records. The mutual gaze ratio generated from the detection outcomes was comparable to the social visual behavior score hand-coded by the therapy experts.
Furthermore, we used an advanced head tracking framework [6] to detect the mutual gaze features with higher accuracy. We generated mutual gaze ratio and duration measures from the framework outcomes and evaluated the framework by comparing the mutual gaze ratio with the human-coded ratio. We then analyzed the social visual behaviors of children with autism based on the expanded in-house ASD dataset across different group settings, therapy activities, and therapy sessions. We also used the mutual gaze ratio and duration with the ADOS-2 social affect score [175] and the level of functioning for social visual behavior score prediction. We applied different machine learning regression models, including random forest, support vector regression, Lasso regression, gradient boosting trees regression, and multi-layer perceptron regression (the random forest model had the best performance on the prediction with mutual gaze features). This work provided a new solution for social visual behavior analytics of the autism therapy training process using detected mutual gaze features from the video recordings captured by the standard cameras. This work also showed that mutual gaze behavior could generate reasonable non-verbal social behavior measures in learning analytics, especially in special education contexts.

Overall, our work provided the possibility and reliability of automatically coding, measuring, and evaluating non-verbal interactions in educational environments using deep learning-based frameworks. These works mainly focused on leveraging state-of-the-art deep learning-based frameworks and computer vision methods to extract specific non-verbal cues from visual data as objective measures for further learning analytics. We created different social-behavioral measures inspired by deep learning methods and compared/evaluated these measures with the ground truth hand-annotated data from subject-matter experts. Based on the results, our approaches were successful in providing objective measures for physical proximity, mutual gaze, or JVA, and overall, information on human-human social interactions during the educational process, which were comparable to the hand-coding annotations.

According to the results of our learning analytics, we found both physical proximity and JVA ratio were promising measures in the successful distinction of the study
conditions, and JVA ratio was the more practical and general one for most educational scenarios. During the learning process, collaborators in mobile learning settings or augmented reality settings more frequently got closer and shared attention than those in the standard setting with textbooks. We found a significant positive linear association with a strong relationship between the JVA ratio and the team post-test score in the anatomy learning intervention. This was in agreement with the hypothesis of our study: students who shared gaze with their teammates for a longer time on the learning task were more likely to obtain higher scores in their post-activity knowledge tests. 3D models on the tablet screen or AR system were more attractive for students and helped them easily collaborate and complete the learning tasks with high accuracy. Our study also provided further evidence that 3D visualization technologies increased students’ engagement and improved their knowledge retention in human anatomy learning. For gender compositions of the collaborators, no significant difference was observed, neither for the JVA ratio nor for the team post-test score.

For special education contexts, especially for autism therapy training interventions, we examined group setting differences, activity-related within-group effects, and intervention-related changes in social attention. The results showed no significant difference in children’s social attention frequency or duration in different group settings. However, in the same group setting, different activities significantly affected the frequency of children’s social gaze behaviors. Children with autism perform mutual gaze behavior more frequently during the activities without training tools than the activities with training tools. This might be caused by children participants focusing more on objects used in training, such as instruments, books, etc. Given the easy access to objects, children might engage in a more significant visual fixation on objects. Moreover, complex-task patterns might require sustained monitoring of the objects. Therefore, object-based activities might reduce children participants’ social visual behaviors during the training process. After comparing the mutual gaze ratio and duration between early and late sessions, no significant improvement in social visual performance of children participants was found after the therapy sessions. It was challenging to change
levels of sustained social attention in children through short-term behavioral interventions. By examining the prediction models with and without mutual gaze-related measures, we found that the models with mutual gaze ratio and duration had better prediction performance than the models only based on participant profile data. In this case, our mutual gaze-related measures derived from the mutual gaze detection framework could be an essential feature in social visual behavior score prediction and be used for social visual behavior evaluation. Random forest regression with our measures could provide the best prediction performance with the lowest loss among five different regression models.

In conclusion, our methods can automatically recognize non-verbal social behaviors from both image-based and video-based records of the learning process and investigate students’ interactive learning performance in normal and special education contexts across different settings. Our approaches and findings have implications in various educational technology, autism therapy analysis, and intervention design fields by offering analytical approaches with novel assessment tools for non-verbal social behaviors based on computer vision methods with deep learning-based frameworks. Our non-verbal social behavior accessing frameworks can be applied to other application scenarios that need reliable automatic social behavior analysis from images or videos involving human-human or human-virtual agent interactions.

There are still certain limitations in our work, which can help us expand on this research in the future. The object detection with the physical proximity measure can only be applied to the co-located collaboration scenarios, which require position changes and body movements. Our frameworks for focus point prediction and mutual gaze detection are based on head information, which may not be able to capture the correct gaze information for specific situations, e.g., in the case that the eye gaze is not matched with the head direction or for people with eye movement disorders. For implementation, we use the pre-trained frameworks for feature extraction due to the lack of annotated ground truth data, which may result in a lower accuracy than the results of models trained with our data. We also need to consider reducing the bias in measurement,
annotation, and sampling when we use deep learning-based frameworks and machine learning models [222]. The focus of our learning analytics is to understand learning performance in co-located situations, and gaze features were identified during the post-analysis process. Our analytics are only based on students or child-trainer pairs in dyadic interactions. This work was still a preliminary study with a limited number of samples. Like most autism studies, recruitment of children with autism was not easy, which made the balancing of samples across different study conditions very challenging. Given the small sample size of this study, we acknowledge that the effect sizes calculated in this dissertation are imprecise with large confidence intervals. Further evaluation and discussion with subject-matter experts (autism therapists) would be invaluable to designing and developing better gaze detection or other social behavior evaluation approaches in practice.

7.2 Future Work

Our work has shown that gaze cues are an observable, reliable, and efficient measure used for non-verbal interaction assessment and evaluation in the educational environment. However, the single gaze feature cannot represent well all the social gaze patterns of the interactions. Different gaze behaviors such as gaze alignment, mutual gaze attentiveness, and other gaze patterns may occur in the same learning process. We anticipate that, compared with single gaze behavior analyses, multi-gaze features analyses can provide more valuable and comprehensive information on the social gaze patterns in human-human interactions. While research on using multi-gaze features in the uni-modal using deep learning for learning analytics is still limited, we plan to combine JVA and mutual gaze features for further social visual gaze behavior pattern analyses in our future work. In the planned research, the output of the head detection step will be used as the input of the gaze point prediction framework instead of hand annotation in Chapter 4 to save more time and effort for experts and educators.

Researchers have shown that multimodal learning analytics could offer new insights into students’ learning trajectories [224, 223, 130]. Besides the gaze signals,
we plan to collect multimodal non-verbal behavioral features based on deep learning frameworks, such as gaze sharing and following [39, 47], facial expressions [209, 153], and body gestures [210, 211] for a more comprehensive interpretation of social visual behaviors, including social engagement and social anxiety [212] of children in the spectrum. Multimodal data collection and analysis techniques can bring novel methods to understand students’ learning performance during the group discussion, interaction with peers, and actions in both the digital and the physical worlds [224]. Additionally, we would like to compare the accuracy of machine learning-based models of non-verbal social behavior prediction induced with several different combinations of input modalities. These ablation experiments will be conducted to evaluate predictive models that use the video data collected from the standard camera at the fixed location that are less disruptive to learning.

Non-verbal feature extraction in our current work is based on the pre-trained models due to the limited annotated ground truth. In the future work, we aim to extend our framework via semi-supervised and unsupervised machine learning methods to analyze the non-annotated video recordings. We also aim to hand-annotate part of our collected data based on the object and social feature categories we need, including learning tools and students’ non-verbal behaviors (head poses/facial expressions/body gestures) as the ground truth, and re-train our model on the training dataset for higher accuracy. To improve the feature extraction performance, we would like to investigate the latest state-of-the-art frameworks in their own area.

Different sample sizes and the balance of the data composition may draw different results and conclusions. We plan to extend the sample size for further learning performance analytics with more students’ profile information as another dimension to perform collaboration evaluations such as age, gender, and level of social and communication skills.

Non-verbal social behavior analytics in collaborative learning and autism therapy intervention is just part of our purposes. We believe that most of the work presented in this dissertation can be directly extended to other scenarios. In future work,
it will be ideal to evaluate the effectiveness of adopting our method in other social learning scenarios. In further planned research, a data set with team sizes larger than two would better illustrate our idea and validate our findings and would be suitable for more educational scenarios.
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